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U. Court to hear case of couch, tables thrown from balconies
by Charles Klein
Two Rice students are being accused of throwing furniture off of
the fourth and fifth floor balconies at
Sid Richardson College Sunday
morning.
SRC Master Gordon Wittenberg
called Campus Police at 5:05 a.m.
Sun., April 23, 1995, to report the
incident. Campus Police Officers C.
E. Veltman and D. L. Marshall re-

sponded to the "criminal mischief'
call at 5:06 a.m.
The objects, two wooden tables
and a sofa, severely buckled the
metal railings on the SRC front steps.
The police report set damages at a
minimum of $200. At a SRC Council
meeting Tuesday night, the damages were estimated to be several
hundred dollars.
"It is as serious a situation as I
can imagine," Wittenberg said.
"What they did was very danger-

College bowl at nationals;
Konkel goes on 'Jeopardy'

*

Todd Konkel

by Gabrielle Frandsen
The Rice College Bowl team competed for the first time in the American College Federation (ACF) National Championships in Knoxville,
Tenn., on April 7 and 8.
The team competed against veteran s c h o o l s including Harvard,
Duke, Cornell, Berkeley, Princeton
and Pennsylvania State.
~ Holding their own against stiff
competition, Rice finished with a
record of 10-8, losing to nationally
ranked Brigham Young University.
BYU placed 5th in the tournament.
A bad-luck-riddled journey to
Knoxville included a 7 a.m. flight
from Houston which was fogged-in,
refueling in New Orleans, followed
by a flight cancellation and another
delay. The team finally arrived at the
tournament three hours late. One
match had to be forfeited, and two
others were made up.
Captain Matt Kane, a Wiess College junior, said, "By the time we got
there, we were so dead tired that we
could hardly walk, much less think."
The team lost two of their first three
matches.

At halftime the next day, Rice led
Georgia Tech, who ended up placing second after Harvard in the tournament. Rice won their last five
matches but ended up losing to BYU
in overtime. Kane said, "We lost
some narrow matches and were a
couple of questions away from doing much better." Team member
Tim Pulju, a Rice graduate student,
was named an All-Star for the ACF
tournament.
College Bowl tournaments are
similar to the game show "Jeopardy." Kane said, "College bowl is
... the varsity sport of the mind."
Questions are asked of two teams
made up of four members, only one
of whom can be a graduate student,
and each correct answer is allotted
a certain number of points. The team
with the most points at the end of a
match wins.
Toss-up questions are based on
speed, given to the first person with
the correct answer. Toss-up questions are worth 10 points each and
earn the team opportunities to compete in bonus questions, worth 2030 points each and answered by the
whole team.
Rice has an intramural College
Bowl tournament every fall. The
winning team as well as four other
"all stars" join the Rice Varsity
Squad, which competes against
other colleges and universities in
tournaments around the country.
Rice competes in two different
types of tournaments, College Bowl
International (CBI), the original
version, which focuses questions
on a wide range of subjects from
pop culture, to current events,
sports, history, art, music, science,
literature and politics.
ACF, an offshoot of CBI, excludes questions on current events
and pop culture and emphasizes
more academic subjects and difficult, in depth, more obscure quesSEE TEAM PAGE 6

ous.
No one was injured, but SRC
sophomore Chris Blache was 15 feet
away when one piece of furniture
came down, according to eyewitness
accounts. Wittenburg was concerned
about college members' safety.
"The point that I made obvious is
that these guys are liable for any
damages, but what disturbs me about
this case is that it was a series of
actions," Wittenberg said.
"They did this while other stu-

dents were telling them to stop," he
said.
The two students are Rice baseball players, and neither was from
SRC.
Assistant Athletic Director Steve
Moniaci called Wittenberg between
8 a.m. and 9 a.m. that morning to
talk about the situation, and Head
Baseball Coach Wayne Graham
called after Moniaci.
"He [Graham] was concerned
that this had happened," Wittenberg

said.
"He was concerned about how
this would reflect on the baseball
team. He was completely straight
forward and not defensive in the
least," h e said.
Wittenberg wrote a formal complaint to Dean of Students Sarah
Burnett naming the two players
based on eye witness reports. Three
SRC students came forward as eyewitnesses.
SEE BALCONIES
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Rising from the ashes ...

A &' JLi

•

A fan droops from the ceiling of Willy's Pub after the April 6 Student Center fire. Plans for rebuilding the Pub were
released this week. (See Story and Plans Page 9.)

Gates, fitness center to be built
by Hemmy So
The construction of an electronic
classroom, fitness center and gates
at all university entrances are some
of the capital improvement projects
taking place on campus this summer. Headed by Jill Blackwelder,
technical manager for Facilities and
Engineering, the projects will start
after commencement exercises on
May 13.
The main projects include constructing an electronic classroom,
building a fitness center, adding staircases and sprinkler systems to various buildings, providing more lights

in certain areas, placing a traffic
light at entrance 8 and installing
gates at all the entrances.
The electronic classroom will be
constructed on the second floor of
Fondren Library. It will also serve
as a video conferencing room where
people can try out various forms of
e l e c t r o n i c d e l i v e r a b l e s . F&E
worked closely with Tony Gorry,
vice president for graduate studies,
research and information systems;
on planning the classroom.
The fitness center will be added
to the athletic offices building on
the south side of the stadium. This
is a large project that will not be
completely finished by the start of

the fall semester.
Blackwelder said she thought the
fitness center would be open to all
Rice students.
Staircases will be added to the
Baker tower and to the third floor of
Anderson Hall, providing both places
with secondary exits. Both will be
internal stairs and are being added
in order to fulfill the life safety appendix to the Houston Building Code
requirements.
Code requirements are also behind F&E's project of installing sprinkler systems in several buildings,
most notably the Rice Memorial
Center, Keith-Wiess Geological
SEE BUILDING
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Appreciation Awards given to students
First-annual, master-chosen awards honor 'unsung heroes at Rice'

Teaching Awards Recipients
George R. Brown Prize for Excellence in Teaching
Larry Temkin, associate professor of philosophy
George R< Brown Awards for Superior Teaching
Alan Grob, professor of English
Thomas L Haskell, Samuel G. McCann professor of history
Don H. Johnson, professor of electrical and computer engineering
.arid statistics
Carol E. Quillen, assistant professor of history
Pol D. Spanos, Lewis B. Ryon professor of mechanical engineering
and civil engineering
RichaVd J. Stoll, professor of political science
Nicholas Salgo Distinguished Teacher Award
John S. Hutchinson, associate professor of chemistry
Amoco Teaching Award
Marco A. Ciufolini, associate professor of chemistry
John S. Olson, professor of biochemistry and cell biology

by Cecilia Tran
The first annual Vice President's
Appreciation Awards w e r e announced on Mon., April 24. Dr.
Camacho, vice president for student
affairs, presented the awards to 85
Rice students during a ceremony in
the Student Center Grand Hall.
Camacho initiated the awards this
year and also sponsored the ceremony. He said, T h e reception was
a thank you. I wanted to identify and
recognize the unsung heroes at Rice.
These students do so much for the
university, but they are usually not in
the limelight."
•
Edward Maa, a Hanszen senior,
said,"I was honored to receive this
award. I would definitely have done
the work anyway, but it was still nice
to be recognized. I think that most of

the people who received this award
do a lot but are often overlooked."
Christine Pan, a Jones sophomore,
said, "I had not expected this at all.
This was a very nice gesture because
it was a personal award given by the
college masters, the people who really know the most about what is
going on."
Paul Neal, a Sid Richardson senior, said, "As a senior, this award
was really sentimental for me, because I felt that people were noticing
all of the work I have done for the
past four years."
The college masters and college
secretaries chose the award recipients. Caroline Minter, Jones College
co-master, said, "We tried to pick
people who had not received much
public recognition for their efforts."
"We considered everyone in the
college and finally chose people who

had given something to the university and college system, people who
had worked behind the scenes. We
also tried to think about people who
had been active in volunteer work
and spent a great deal of time helpSEE AWARDS PAGE 8
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It's evaluation time
In Gene Siskel and Rogert Ebertesque style, the balcony is open on
the administration:
Willy's Pub — 3 ^

FINAL RITES
13 May 1995

Moved fast to g e t s t u d e n t input and c o m e u p with a c o m p r o m i s e d
plan for a n e w and i m p r o v e d Willy's P u b and s t u d e n t organizations
area.
p_ _

Parking — \ j

it's your last chance

\j

In r u n n i n g u p a d e b t with t h e shuttle b u s system, they used t h e
mentality of " t h e r e ' s a p r o b l e m , let's p a s s t h e cost on to s t u d e n t s . "
How can we g o f r o m $0, $0 to $96, $12 in u n d e r f o u r years? W h e n will
the nickel and d i m i n g e n d ?

Sid Richardson College Balconies Incident — __j

.

Both t h e s t u d e n t affairs administration and t h e Athletic Departm e n t m a d e all efforts to m a k e s u r e t h e athletes involved are treated
as normal Rice s t u d e n t s .

Stadium Lot — Sj Sj
Hello? Quit r e n t i n g t h e s t a d i u m lot to e v e n t s w h i c h set u p t e n t s
w h e r e t h e y drill 2 inch h o l e s in t h e asphalt. N u m e r o u s h o l e s + water
= deterioration = m a s s i v e p a t c h i n g projects (= $96, $12?)

Fondren Library — 3

^

Quick to realize deficiencies, t h e y put t h e library on t h e priority
list for r e c o n s t r u c t i o n and e x p a n s i o n . L e n g t h e n i n g t h e h o u r s , t h e y
i m p l e m e n t e d s t e p s toward b e t t e r service.

Work Study/BANNER —
Hello again? W h y would you i m p l e m e n t a n e w s y s t e m and not b e
able to k e e p track of 1-9 f o r m s and work-study information? It's bad
e n o u g h that t h e r e c e n t c o n g r e s s i o n a l tax plan calls for t h e elimination of work study and m o s t of t h e loans available to s t u d e n t s from
t h e feds, b u t now w e h a v e a s y s t e m that can't k e e p track of anything.

Open Communications — ^

•
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To the editor:
I am writing in response to Daniel
Whiteson's letter last week regarding the Rice P r o g r a m Council
Changeover Dinner Party.
First, I'd like to thank Daniel for
his concern as well as his criticism of
the council. I would also like to take
this opportunity to clarify some misc o n c e p t i o n s about t h e RPC
Changeover Dinner.

Letters

Sj

T h e Rice Thresher h a s b e n e f i t e d from a m o r e open c h a n n e l of
c o m m u n i c a t i o n s with t h e administration. T h e y continually s e e k
s t u d e n t input and provide information to t h e Thresher staff that h e l p s
u s s e r v e t h e s t u d e n t b o d y b e t t e r , i.e. owl c a g e information, P u b fire
pictures and details. (We k n o w you a r e still h o l d i n g out, though.)

¥

RPC used profits to fund party

Manager
News Editor
News Editor
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Sports Editor
Sports Editor
Asst. Sports Editor
Features Editor
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Backpage Editor
Backpage Editor
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"So long, farewell, I don't know the words, Adieu, Adieu ..." The
Rice Thresher, the official student newspaper at Rice University since
1916, is published each Friday during the school year, except the next
three weeks, by Rice students and a bozo who got his heart stolen by
a klepto and can't get it back. Hope yous guys have a great summer.
Editorial and business offices are located on the second floor of the
Ley Student Center, P.O. Box 1892, Houston, Texas 77251. Phone
527-4801. Fax 285-5238. e-mail: thresher@owlnet.rice.edu. Advertising
information available on request. Mail subscription rate per semester:
$22.00 domestic, $40.00 international via first class mail. Nonsubscription rate: first copy free, second copy $2.00. Hakuna matata.
The Thresher reserves the right to refuse any advertising for any
reason. Additionally, the Thresher does not take responsibility for the
factual content of any ad. Watch out for the Flying Sid Couches.
Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion of the Thresher
editorial staff. All other pieces represent solely the opinion of the
author. "Stop fighting over me." — PaulMac. © COPYRIGHT 1995

T H E EDITOR
It is true that we spent $ 1,300. It is
also true that this $1,300 could have
been spent elsewhere.
1 decided where to have the dinner party this year and whom to invite.

I, as outgoing president of the
RPC, take full responsibility for this
event.
However, this $1,300 did not
come from the RPC blanket tax. It
did not come from the tuition of the
students.
At the time when all of the 199495 council's activities were finished,
I asked our Treasurer Brian Prewitt
how much money was left over, if
any, and he told me that we had an
approximately $8,000 surplus, not
including the $2,000 Beer-Bike surplus.
Now this is usually unheard of in
the RPC because we usually end up
"in the red." All of this money is
either from retained earnings made
last year or actual profit we made
this year.
The RPC generates a lot of income from outside companies for
sponsorship and marketing activi-

ties: Copy Club, Cadillac, Princeton
Review, AT&T, MasterCard and various movie studios, just to name a
a
few.
Some of this money was made
just for advertising and sponsorship;
some were made from really gruntwork activities such as distributing,
soliciting and collecting credit card
and phone card applications.
The "swanky restaurant" to which
Mr. Whiteson alluded was T h e
Americas, a fairly new restaurant in
the Saks Pavilion that is owned by
the Cordua brothers, owners of the
now f a m o u s C h u r r a s c o s . T h e
Americas is very trendy, classy and,
I do admit, moderately expensive
(entree prices $12-$22).
Like many of the RPC events and
services that have begun in the past
two years, this was just an idea floating in my head: "Wow! Wouldn't it
SEE PARTY, PAGE 4

Restore the Pub to a pub, not a rec room
To the editor:
In meetings this week with the
architects commissioned to reconstruct Willy's Pub in the basement of
the Student Center, it became apparent to students that Bob Sanborn
endeavors to use the recent RMC
fire as an opportunity to turn Willy's
into no more than a glorified rec
room.
£
The administration has ordered
the architects to construct an "understated" bar, giving much of the
space in the basement of the RMC
over to lounges which will provide
facilities which most students find
in their residential colleges — TVs,
couches and workspaces for student
organizations.
This is an atrocity. A bar is a bar,
and the basement of the RMC must
be restored with the entire Pub in-

tact. Not one square foot may be
compromised for the sake of certain

(

I f Willy's [Pub] is not
opened in its original
state, students will
simply ... [drive] to bars
off-campus which aren't
"understated." *

by the attempt to build Willy's Junior High Rec Center can take heart,
for the age-old libertarian axiom applies even here inside the hedges:
The market finds a way.
And if there is a market for beer
consumption, students will consume
beer.
If Willy's is not opened in its original state, students will simply revert
to pre-1975 rules and drive back and
forth — occasionally intoxicated —
to bars off-campus which aren't "understated."
And the narrow-minded Bob
Sanborns of the world will be able to
do nothing to stop them.
Don't be foolish, Bob. Bring back
the Pub. I can watch TV in my room.

David Rhodes
WRC'96

administrators' personal agenda.
Qf course, students discouraged

Intellectualism flourishes 7o
TA fkn
To
the QflStAfl**
editor
W h e r e , I . w o n d e r , d o e s Mr.
Nabavian get his idea of intellectualism?
From books or perhaps from
documentaries featuring mahoganywalled libraries populated by
bearded professors? From Alan
Cohen's pompous declamation?
Or did he dream up this disappointed ideal back in high school
during an especially "stimulating"
discussion in some AP class?
Wherever his perceptions came
from, they're wrong.
Intellectualism is just another
name for curiosity, the urge that
impels people to read newspapers,
collect rocks and wonder where languages came from.
It has nothing to do with how you
talk or whom you talk to. It has nothing to do with whether or not you live
in a residential college your freshman year.
It has nothing to do with what

nffonA And
A«-t/4 it
school «mi«
you attend.
it /*o»4o!r»1\r
certainly
has nothing to do with whether or
not that school has a core curriculum or an "overriding goal."
Intellectualism is individual in origin, and it takes individual effort to
maintain. I don't know if the grass is
greener up north or out east, but I do
know that most of the people I've
met at Rice have been anything but
"lukewarm."
Sure, some have them (including
Mr. Nabavian) have pissed me off a
time or two, but if that isn't "dynamic," what is?
Perhaps Mr. Nabavian should
concentrate less on the "community"
and more on himself as a source of
intellectual discussion.
I only ask him to remember that
talk is merely a result of intellectualism. Its sources are thought and
action.

Terzah Ewing
Brown '95

PFRTTE...

Short letters (£00 words or
less) may be sent in by

E-MAIL:
Ungjj@owInet.rice.edu

CAMPUS MAIL:
Longer letters should
be submitted on a Macintosh
disk in the Microsoft Word
format Include a paper copy.
Deadline for all letters is

5 p.m. on Monday
All letters must include
your namey college,
year of graduation and
phone Iramber (names
may be withheld by
request in spetial
circumstances).
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Honor Council upholds academic honesty by fair means
I WAS very happy to see last week s ignored in the Thresher's article.The
article in the Thresher concerning main student interview used in the
the Honor System. Serious public article concerns a case from nearly
discussion is exactly what we need
four years ago.
to foster the system's improvement
Not one current member of the
and thus broaden its support. It is Honor Council nor one current omalso exactly what the Council needs b u d s m a n served d u r i n g Erica
to help it uncover and correct stu- Ollmann'scasein November of 1991.
dents' misconceptions.
In fact, many of us were not even
Although I commend Sei Chong's Rice students at the time Ollmann
idea of going "behind
was brought before the
the Blue Book," there
council.
were some omissions in
I can't tell you exher article that I think
actly what happened in
may result in some conher case; I do not know
fusion among readers.
the circumstances surBut thanks in large part
rounding it.
to her article, the coun- LAUREN
And I'm finding it
cil plans to publish a serather difficult to reries of letters in the KERN
spond to several of her
Thresher next fall deal- • • • • • • •
criticisms as they seem
ing specifically with investigations, to be based on second-hand, specuprocedures and deliberations.
lative and somewhat biased hearWe want the student body to say.
know exactly what we do, not only
Not only do we have ai^ entirely
because you simply have the right to different council today than we did
know, but because we want you to in 1991, but that year with all its
be able to debate the issues sur- criticism marked a dramatic move
rounding the Honor System accu- for improvement within the Honor
rately and fairly.
Council. I'd like to address three
I'd like to begin by highlighting a areas of criticism that pervaded last
very important detail that is all but week's article from the perspective

KHONOR
COUNCIL

of a current Honor Council member
and current policies and procedures,
as I'm sure this is what today's students are most interested in.

6

[I]f the system were to
... accommodate a more
adversarial trial process,
we would lose the
purpose of these trials: to
find the truth, no matter
on whose side the truth
_ may lie.
First, let's look briefly at the fairness and justice of trial procedure.
Several students quoted in last
week's article set forth the idea that
the system is flawed because the
council represents judge, jury, prosecution and defense in its trials.

RPC defines mission, asks for input
A S T H E end of the year ap- body's ideas. We aren't mind readproaches, we want to do some- ers, so we need to hear from you.
thing kind of out of the ordinary.
Anyone can apply to be a part of
We want to welcome you. T h e the Program Council. Applications
new Rice Program Council held for RPC membership are available
its first full meeting
at your college from
last Sunday.
your
RPC representaR I C E PROGRAM
We are excited
tive.
about the upcoming COUNCIL
The RPC is comyear and are full of
posed of five different
new ideas. Just to RYAN LEVY
committees, including
JENNIFER UN
give you a taste, the PRESIDENTS
Student Services, PubSocials Committee is KARI HOFFMAN
licity, Socials, Formals
p l a n n i n g a Disco INTERNAL VICE PRESIDENT
and Spirit.
KATHYWANQ
Night, a Rodeo Kick- ERIKA WINDHAM
If you have quesoff Party and a Movie EXTERNAL VICE PRESIDENTS
tions, drop by the RPC
Trilogy M a r a t h o n ANOIE CHEN
office anytime, or give
SECRETARY
plus all of the regular TRAVIS HOPP
us a call at 5274839.
TREASURER
RPC events.
We are always availBRADLEY
A new addition to ALLISON
able to listen to your
PARLIAMENTARIAN
the RPC this year will
suggestions. be the Spirit CommitEven if you are not
tee. H i e focus of the committee interested in joining our organizais to promote school spirit and tion, we invite you to attend our
awareness of campus activities.
meetings on Sundays at 9 p.m. in
Aside from our own ideas, we Miner Lounge next fall. Please come
are interested in the student and voice your opinions and ideas.

At the beginning of each meeting after the welcome, we will set
aside time to listen to what students have to say.
We are looking forward to a
great year.
The constitution of the RPC is
very specific in its definition of
our mission.
"The purpose of the Council
is to offer members of the Rice
community an opportunity to participate in programs of social, cultural, educational and recreational value. The Council shall
endeavor to present programs
which represent and foster participation among the members of
the Rice community."
We believe strongly in this
mission statement and will use it
to guide our decisions in providing the best programming possible for the Rice community.
Thank you for giving us the
opportunity to serve you next
year.

I won't forget dynamic Rice community
I N A few weeks, the Thresher will University a fond farewell.
put out a special post-graduation ediAs the last week of classes ends
tion. In that issue, I'll use my last and finals begin, I can't help but
column to make a few remarks about remember the first time I set foot on
graduation and the real-world future campus as a freshman and the sense
into which the Class of '95 will be of excitement mixed with trepidaentering as it marches
tion I felt as I rushed
collectively through the
from classroom to
Sallyport under the gaze ROBERT'S RULES classroom during my
of Willy's watchful eyes
first day of classes.
— eyes that I suspect
I'll never forget
will still be shedding a
how my mother cried
tear or two over the deas she said good-bye
struction of the Pub.
before the start of 0Week, nor will I ever
In this edition of
forget the endless se"Robert's Rules," howries of political arguever, I want to reflect on
ments that seemed to
the past rather than
follow me wherever I
prognosticate about the
went.
future.
As a freshmen, I
In other words, I'm
honestly thought that
going to forego dishing B E R T
my open-minded exout the usual wit and
posure to Rice profeswisdom about the burnsors and students of
ing issues of the day to
different political bewhich you've grown accustomed and engage in some senti- liefs — and by different, I mean libmental remembrance of times past eral — might somehow change or
and some genuine words of thanks soften my world-view.
to people I'm leaving behind.
Well, after almost four years of
Although I'm not graduating this history classes, political science
year, the next time I return to Hous- classes and arguments over everyton I will have spent the fall semes- thing from the viability of Commuter gaining some work experience nism — my God, I still know people
in the real world and the spring se- here who honestly believe that the
recent demise of the Soviet Union
mester finishing up the last fifteen
credit hours I need to complete my was a fluke and that the workers of
degree in a study-abroad program in the world really should unite to form
London. Therefore, there's no time some grand workers' revolution —
like the present for me to wish Rice to environmentalism.

I can truthfully say that I feel
more confident about my conservative beliefs than ever before. To make
this declaration before you now is
not the very height of arrogance; it is
simply a statement of truth and a
recognition of the fact that it was I,

Although you voted
for Carter and Mondale
and actually support
national health care,
you re a damn good
professor and friend. '
not Senator Phil Gramm, who was
the first to use the line that "I was
conservative before being conservative was cool."
Along the path to my political
self-affirmation, I met some people
along the way who made the journey
both enlightening and entertaining.
To Professor Matt Taylor in the History Department, I can only say
thanks for helping me wade through
the history of the Cold War and to
think critically while doing it. AlSEE GOOD-BYE, PAGE 4

Bert Gall is a Lovett College senior.

It is a misconception, however,
that council proceedings should mirror a criminal trial outside of Rice.
The fact is that criminal charges and
an Honor Code accusation are entirely different things set in entirely
different environments. I fear, along
with many others, that if the system
were to be changed to accommodate a more adversarial trial process, we would lose the purpose of
these trials: tofindthe truth, no matter
on whose side the truth may lie.
Honor System p r o c e e d i n g s
would become more about technicalities and legalistic arguments than
about finding out what actually happened.
The key to understanding the perspective of an Honor Council member is that we don't look at cases in
terms of sides but in terms of truth.
All of our procedures lead us away
from partiality.
These procedures have been
cleaned up and formalized considerably since Ollmann's case.
For example, the council now has
formal non-voting investigators who
gather the evidence for each case
(both for and against the accused),
thus largely removing the potential
for bias in the chair, who used to
conduct all investigations on his own.
We have also established the procedure for allowing the accused to
spend time studying all material evidence before the trial so that he can
prepare a defense.
In response to the criticisms received in 1991, the council has striven

toward consistency as an ideal, establishing consensus penalties and
considering case precedent in its
decisions.

' [Ombudsmen] protect
the rights of the accused,
and perhaps most
importantly, they watch
carefully for any bias in
members. ?
The second major criticism of
the Honor System in Chong's article
deals with the behavior of ombudsmen. Ombudsmen serve as a fundamental check on the powers of the
Honor Council.
They keep the council in line with
its procedures, making sure for example that character testimony is
not considered in trials and hearings and that investigators are not
allowed to serve on the trials for the
cases they are investigating.
SEE HONOR, PAGE 4

Lauren Kern is chair of the Honor
Council
Student
Relations
Committee and a Brown College
sophomore.

Willy speaks out on Rice
S I N C E THIS; s my last column of today.
the regular season, I thought I should
WR: Well, things didn't quite turn
whip up something quite special.
out the way I planned it. ... But
Naturally, if this were television,
overall I guess I can't complain.
t h e r e would be some sort of
JS: Why not?
cliffhanger in which I get shot or flee
WR: Because I'm dead. What are
the country or something like that.
you, stupid? Did you say you're a
Well, actually, I've already fled student?
the country, and by the time you
JS: What sort of things didn't you
read this I will already be in Bogota expect to happen at Rice University?
putting a false bottom into my speedWR: Well, 1 guess the biggest
boat.
problem is this whole
After all, I have to pay
tuition thing. If I were
off those student loans
still alive, the endowsomehow.
ment would have
And let's face it, I
been invested prophaven't been getting the
erly such that Rice
kind of tips I used to becould still be free. But
fore I broke my hip table- J Y M
then again, not everydancing.
body has the genius
Now that we've S C H W A R T Z
to make money like I
settled that business, on
did.
to the topic of this column: William
JS: Where should the endowment
Marsh Rice.
be invested?
Yes, as a dabbler in the occult, I
WR: Alternative energy sources.
have had discourse with the dead on
Hydrothermal, solar ... that sort of
occasion.
thing. The oil will run out soon
Using only a Crystal Ball™, the enough, and then what are you goDion Warwick Staff o' Voodoo Might
ing to do? People who control reand a copy of the Necronomicon
newable energy sources will run the
(autographed by the Mad Arab him- world 100 years from now.
self) I called forth William Marsh
JS: What do you think of the stuRice from beyond the grave in order
dents?
to play 20 questions.
He was grumpy, but willing.
The following is a "partial transcript of our conversation (I have
' JS: Any thoughts on
edited out discussion of topics which
would not interest most people ...
the integration of men
the nature of life after death, how
many angels can dance on the head
and women within
of a pin, who'll win the next Super
Bowl, stuff like that).
colleges ?
JS: William Marsh Rice ... I want
to speak with William Marsh Rice.
WR: Seems to me that
RN: Jym? Is that you? You know
there's something I was going to tell
sort of thing promotes
you the other day. ...
JS: Not right now, Mr. Nixon. I
fornication. '
want to talk to William Marsh Rice.
RN: Hey, Rice! Crystal Ball™ for
you. ... (Sound of ghostly footsteps
can be heard.)
WR: Hm? Oh, eggheads, the lot
WR: What? This better be good. I of'em. Worrying about "are we intelwas just getting up a card game with lectual enough" or "who has the
some old friends.
more difficult curriculum." ... If 1
JS: I'd like to ask you a few ques- still had to eat, it would make me
tions. I write for the Thresher.
chunder. What a bunch of simpering status-seekers. T h e s e kids
WR: The Thresher?
JS: The newspaper at William should be concerned with their own
Marsh Rice University.
SEE WILLY. PAGE 4
WR: Oh, oh. That's right. So what
can I do for you?
Jym Schwartz is a third-year graduate
JS: I was just wondering what you student in the Department of Geology
think of your educational namesake and Geophysics.
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Party
FROM PAGE 2

be great to take them to the T h e
Americas?"
I didn't think I would get their
highly-demanded private dining
room, surely not on a Saturday night.

' Because of our large
surplus, I was also able
to invite more people.
Over the two years that I
had been president, the
RPC had grown
tremendously. ... *

But when I talked with the restaurant, they kindly arranged for another party to move their dinner time
and have us at the time we wanted! I
got really excited at the moment and
made the decision to have our din-

Good-bye
FROM PAGE 3

though you voted for Carter and
Mondale and actually support national health care, you're a damn
good professor and friend.
To my r o o m m a t e s and close
friends who are graduating this year,
I wish all the best — the best in my
mind being the moral equivalent of
10 consecutive years of Atlanta
Braves' World Series victories. As
for my many non-graduating friends
such as Garrett "I thank you for your
dignity" Wotkyns, 1 ask you to confront the problems and liberal arguments you face with strong doses of

ner at T h e Americas.
Because of our large surplus, I
was also able to invite more people.
Over the two years that I had been
president, the RPC had grown tremendously, and our membership
had grown from about 16 to about
45. All committee members, and old
and new officers and college reps
were invited to the dinner.
In addition, because they had
worked really hard and because their
events have been very successful,
members of two of our sub-committees, the Beer-Bike At-Large Committee and the Student Speakers'
Forum, were also invited to the party.
This had never been done before.
You can see how a lot of people
can eat a lot of good food ai one of
the best restaurants in the country,
and that's why we spent $1,300.
The purpose of the party was to
thank old members, to congratulate
and welcome newly elected members, to celebrate what the RPC has
done in the past year and, most importantly, to build team morale and
unity.
Unlike some other changeover
parties, and like all RPC events for
the past two years, this dinner was
totally social-oriented and not drinking-oriented. Alittle champagne was
served for the few of us who were 21
beer and the collected works of
Hayek.
I want the freshmen I've advised
over the years to know that I consider them to be some of the best
folks I've ever had the privilege to
know.
To my parents, my grandmothers, my brother, Dixie and Ed, I
send thanks for all the love and support that they have given me over
the years.
In a column that has already
grown ripe with cliches, I hate to say
that I've saved the best for last — but
I have. I will never forget meeting a
certain obnoxious Wiess junior who
co-advised at Lovett two years ago
and who dumped me after two dates.

MEN EARN $475
[WHAT Y O U GET:
$475 upon completion
of all study
requirements
Free room and board
Research medication
Physical exam, EKG,
labwork and
continuous medical
observation

WE NEED MEN WHO:|
• Are 18-JjjO years old
• Can stay in our in-patient
facility for 40 hours on two
occasions (2 consecutive
weekends)
• Can read, write, and speak|
English
• Are negative for drug
abuse, HIV and hepatitis B
• Can pass entrance
requirements for current
and past physical condition.!

Mon. - Fri. 8 - 5

OPINION
and older, but absolutely no one got
drunk or even slightly "buzzed."
After all the talk in which I have
FROM PAGE 3
been engaged about our changeover
dinner, I still feel good about it. This
They protect the rights of the
money was well-invested for the fu- accused, and perhaps most importure of the RPC. I do admit that it was tantly, they watch carefully for any
quite extravagant and recommend
bias in members. They act as liaithat next year's council have a less sons between accused students and
expensive changeover party.
the council, ensuring that accused
I had been RPC president for two students are aware of their options
years, and my election campaigns and explaining the trial process.
have always focused on integrity. They are, however, ultimately imOver those two years, the council partial and thus do not advise stuhas utilized your tuition money and
dents as to what they should or
our extra money cautiously and fru- should not do.
gally to serve you the student body.
Much of what Ollmann reports
Although I am no longer RPC regarding her ombudsman definitely
president, I still feel fully account- should not have happened. But the
able to the whole student body for fact is that ombudsmen are much
any of my decisions and actions for better trained today than they were
the past two years.
four years ago.
If you have any doubt, question
The council has recently changed
or suspicion of any wrongdoing, I the selection process for ombudsinvite you to call me personally at men. Their selection will now lie in
795-0347 or e-mail me at the hands of the University Ombuds
lee.hsia@abend.com.
.rather than the University Court.
I may not be able to justify every- The council felt that the University
thing, and for anything that I cannot Ombuds could be both more indejustify, I will humbly receive your pendent of the Honor Council and
criticism and personally offer my more knowledgeable about the counapologies.
cil and the role of the ombudsmen.
In this respect, the council has seen
a possible problem and placed a
Lee Hsia
check upon itself. Still, the more
Jones '95
recent complaints in Chong's article
More importantly, I will never forget regarding ombudsmen do concern
starting all over with this girl over a me and indicate that perhaps even
year later and falling in love with more training for this important role
may be necessary.
her.
Though the Honor System is not
inherently flawed, it is definitely delicate. It requires an arm of enforce-

Honor

' To my roommates and
close friends who are
graduating

this year, I

wish all the best. ... '

Over the past eight months, she
has put up with my obnoxiousness,
my vocal support for the conservative revolution and my often anal
approach to school work. Hell, she
even reads my column on a regular
basis. What more could a guy ask
for?
Thanks, Michelle — our adventure continues after the curtain
closes on our Rice experience.
As for now, the curtain closes on
yet another column.

.
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More importantly, I

will never forget starting
all over with this girl
over a year later and
falling in love with her. 9

526-2328
Advances

in ''medicine

^enric/iin^•

Ines
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NEW ALUMNI PICNIC
Thursday, May 4, 1995
Rice Memorial Center Courtyard

12:00 - 2:00 p.m.
An afternoon of food and festivities for
graduating students

FOOD, MUSIC & BEER
Very Casual Attire
In caseSvf rain, the picnic will be held in the R M C - G r a n d Hall

To my loyal readers — and even
my loyal critics — I say thanks for
reading "Robert's Rules" this year.
I've thoroughly enjoyed my brief tenure as the Thresher's only conservative/rabid Braves fan columnist. In
a few weeks, turn to this column to
see me go out not with a sentimental
whimper, but with a bang.

Willy
FROM PAGE 3 .

mental development, not o t h e r
people's. Hey, if you get a degree
from my school, you must have
learned something, and that's good
enough for me.
JS: How do you feel about the
students of color who populate Rice
U.?
WR: Well, as you probably know,
I was a racist in life. However, there
is great difficulty in being racist after
death.
This is mainly due, of course, to
the decay of skin tissue, which elimi-.
nates the possibility of convenient
racial identification. And once you
eliminate the skin, everybody's the
same coftjr, so why hang on to irrational hatreds?
JS: Any thoughts on the integration of men and women within colleges?
WR: Seems to me that sort of
thing promotes fornication. Lord
knows a school for people between
the ages of 18 and 22 doesn't need to
encouragethat sort of behavior. Distracts both genders from their studies. Then again, some of these kids
don't have the social wherewithako
... I'm s u r e you u n d e r s t a n d . I
wouldn't change the college system,
but I would put something in the
water and make sure everyone has
plenty of graham crackers.
JS: Any architectural decisions
you might question?
WR: Lovett College comes to
mind. Wiess College really isn't spectacular either. Of course, one design
was so incredibly hideous they had
to build three of them just to make a
point.

ment that endeavors to be swift, just
and effective. That arm must be the
Honor Council.
T h e third main criticism in
Chong's article concerns Honor
Council members. T h e students interviewed are right: You have to have
good students to run the system.
T h e Honor System is very unique in
that it is entirely student-run.
I think most of us recognize the
benefits of this fact, but there are
costs as well. Council members will
not be experts in the workings of
honor systems around the world at
the time they are elected. Training
can take us so far, but most members learn through experience with
the system.
This is not necessarily a bad thing,
but it does mean that the proper
functioning of the system requires
the whole-hearted involvement of
the student body.
Maintaining the quality of the
Honor Council is up to you. Be an
informed voter—elect students that
you know to be bright and concerned; elect students you know to
have integrity. Run yourself if you
think you could do a good job.
But electing good representatives
makes up only part of your responsibility as students. Come to our open
meetings next year; let us know
your ideas for improving the system
and tell us how you think we're doing.
Most of all, continue to discuss
and debate these issues just as we
are doing now. After all, we need
your input; we are your elected representatives.
JS: Biology, Geology and SPAC?
WR: That's right. Not only do I
spin in my grave, I do actual backflips
and somersaults over that decision.
If I had a set of uneven bars, I would
work up an entire gymnastic routine
to express my unrest at this desecration of the campus.
JS: I'm sure you've heard that
Willy's burned. Your reaction?
WR: Serves them right. I led a life

' Not only do I spin in
my grave, I do actual
backflips and
somersaults over that
decision.

}

full of power and intrigue, arfd now
these fools mock me with their banal a n d i m p u d e n t familiarity?
"Willy's" indeed.
I'm not saying I had anything to
do with the fire, just that I'm glad my
reputation will no longer be sullied
by that dank house of libations and
scam.
JS: What advice would you give
the Wee University community?
WR: You know, I have many Latin
phrases carved on my monument in
the main quad, but there is one motto
not engraved there which I have
always favored. I think it speaks to
everyone who would enjoy life to the
fullest.
Tempora Bona Volvant. Let the
good times roll.
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Sociology class survey will continue without 'Post'
by Felisa Yang
The folding of The Houston Post
has meant a partial loss of funding
for the annual Houston Area Survey.
However, Professor of Sociology
Stephen Klineberg, also the creator
and director of the survey, insists
that the cut will have no adverse
effects on the program.
The survey, associated with the
Sociology 496 seminar, will continue
without the support of the Post.
Klineberg said it is an "annual systematic, scientific survey of a representative sample of Harris County
residents."
Two-thirds of the questions are
repeated every year while the remaining one-third are formulated by
students in the class, he said. Key
themes change annually and have
included crime, welfare, education
and ethnic relations.
"[The folding of the Post] will
have very little impact on the survey,
but it is a loss for the city," said
Klineberg. "It [the demise of the
Post] was inevitable because people
are not reading newspapers. It's part
of the information revolution."
He cited television and t h e
Internet as alternatives people are
choosing to newspapers.

The survey took off in 1982, with
all of the $ 100,000 in funding coming
from the Brown Innovative Teaching Award, which any faculty member can apply for. The award is a
grant given to professors involved in
innovative teaching projects, according to Klineberg.
Both the Post and The Houston
Chronicle covered the survey in its
initial year. However, for the past 13
years, the Post has had a monopoly
on first-print rights. The choice of
the Post over the Chronicle was one
of pure chance. In an effort to galvanize support for the project in 1983,
Klineberg turned to a friend who
was a reporter at the Post.
This connection resulted in an
agreement between Klineberg and
the Post. In exchange for monetary
support of the survey, the Post would
receive world-wide, first publication
rights. Klineberg guaranteed the
Post that "they would be given the
information to print as soon as it was
available while [he] reserves the
right to see and correfct the articles
before they appear in print."
KHOU-TV (Channel 11) has a
similar agreement with Klineberg.
This year, the Post,and Channel 11
both contributed $6,000 to the survey.
T h e money from t h e s e two

groups goes to cover the cost of the
basic survey. Additional grants from
other companies, including Southwestern Bell Telephone and Fiesta
Mart Inc. go to cover the cost of
additional oversampling and the
publication of "Houston's Ethnic
Community," the annual report by
Klineberg on the survey findings.
In addition, this year marks the
inception of the first-ever survey of
the Asian-American community in
Houston. The cost of this program
will be over $100,000, half of which
is coming from the Asian community and the other half from major
corporations, including Conoco and
Nations Bank.
Lack of funding in the initial years
of the survey meant that the entire
project was undertaken by Klineberg
and his students.
"The big success of the course
for that year was the accomplishment of the interviews. There was
no time to do analysis of the data or
research reports," Klineberg said.
We didn't have money to pay professional interviewers. That class
that year is one to which subsequent
classes owe a major debt of gratitude," he said..
The class had to come up with all
the survey questions and conduct
all of the actual interviews. Now most

of the actual surveying is done by a
local company called Telesurveys of
Texas, which also trains the students
in the technicalities of conducting
interviews. But Klineberg points out
that all surveys since that first year
have built upon those initial results.
Students participate by "shaping"
the themes of the survey, conducting pilot interviews to test the questions and doing 10 tol5 actual interviews. The final project for the class
is individual reports and statistical
analysis of a particular aspect of the
survey.
"It wasn't easy and it wasn't fun,
but it was a good experience," said
Gali Anaise, a j u n i o r at Sid
Richardson College and member of
the Soci 496 class.
"It m a d e us feel not like
undergrads because we worked really closely with Klineberg, and we
were out there doing research,"
Anaise said.
Will Rice College junior Andy Bott
said, "It [the class] forces you to
take a big interest in it, because
you're doing the phone calls, writing the questions. It totally becomes
a project of the class. It draws you
in."
Lovett College s o p h o m o r e
Michelle Klem said, "It's an incredible class. I've learned more in there

than in any other class."
"It's extremely hands-on, what
real sociologists do," she said.
Klineberg is not worried about
funding. He feels that there is enough
interest and support from other corporations and organizations to cover
the loss from the Post.
"It's fair to say [the survey] has
become an institution ... no other
city has such a database. The most
interesting thing has been systematically talking to [a] sample of Harris County residents and asking
them, 'How do you see the world?'
and watching the world change over
the 14 y e a r s [of the survey],"
Klineberg said.
"The two major-transformations
have beeiVthe ethnic transformation
of the population and the foundations of the city economy, coming
out of the oil economy of the Industrial Age into t h e information
economy.
"We have also seen an increasing
acceptance of the new roles of
women, a growing recognition of
the critical role of education and an
increasing concern about the global
environment."
Although he has not approached
the Chronicle about taking over the
Post's role, he "can't imagine that
the Chronicle wouldn't want to."

Professor wins award to write about 'History, Memory, Community'
Edith Wyschogrod wins prestigious Guggenheim Fellowship Award to address 'death event' concept in forthcoming book
by Joel Hardi
Among the recently-announced
recipients of the coveted John Simon
Guggenheim Fellowship Awards is
Religious Studies Professor Edith
Wyschogrod.
Her project, tentatively entitled
"History, Memory and Community
after Auschwitz," is a broadly-based
philosophical work which will explore the intertwined relationship
that exists between historical narrative, personal memory and commu-

nity.
Wyschogrod's proposal was one
of only 152 accepted out of 2,856
applications for Guggenheim Fellowships. This year's Fellowship awards
total $4,272,000, but individual
awards, based on the budget requirements of each project, are kept secret.
Auschwitz,
according
to
Wyschogrod, is the low point of the
•death event," an amalgam of the
events of mass annihilation — genocide, nuclear and chemical war —
that have struck humanity in the

fe
i

twentieth century.
She first dealt with the concept of
a "death event" in a previous book,
Spirit in Ashes. History and memory

'How are we to construe
memory in our timeV
—Edith Wyschogrod
Religious studies professor
both determine how we construe
the "death event," which in turn radically shapes our history and memory.
The role of personal memory in a
modern world of instant information
is one question Wyschogrod
handles.
She plans to delve into the roots
of neurophysical models of memory
and the fundamental questions of
cognitive science, with the goal of
recontextualizing
those
models for the real world. "How are
we to construe memory in our time?"
she asks.
Wyschogrod views history primarily as the process of creating

community. "You can't get away from
religion in this country; it is absolutely central to our understanding
of the narratives we tell: the abortion
narratives, the euthanasia narratives."
She cited the group implicated in
the recent bombing in Oklahoma
City ashaving a communal narrative
that "piggybacked" on Waco, on "a
religious community that had a certain apocalyptic understanding of
contemporary life."
She explained that even if the
bombers do not invoke religious discourse, their connection to Waco
means that they were affected, in
part, by Waco's religious significance.
Wyschogrod, who has been a
professor at Rice for three years,
emphasized that her project requires
more than just sitting and thinking.
She plans on a lot of reading, and
her research could take her anywhere from the Rice psychology department to Eastern Europe or possibly Japan, sites of the Holocaust
and the world's only nuclear attacks,
respectively.

narrative out of cold fact. "Facts are
not isolated atoms," she explained.
"Facts are strung together in such a
way, and we want to look at the
process of stringing."
She placed emphasis on the
highly ethical task of the historian,
describing it as "very subtle, very
significant."
She also recognized the impact
narrative interpretation of facts can
have when there is a lack of real,
face-to-face contact between peoples.
"If you demonize, through historical narrative, some community,
you bear a certain responsibility for
that because you are throwing that
into the contemporary world as a
portrayal of fact."
Community results from the collective synthesis of history and
memory, with implications for both.
Wyschogrod plans to answer the
question, "How does a community
carry its history forward?" by concentrating on the way in which hatreds are imbedded in its narratives.
As a religious studies professor,
she sees religion as being implicitly
bound up in history, memory and
Th* B u i r i m In V m .
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Commencement speaker short list submitted to Gillis
by David Amdur
T h e 1996 C o m m e n c e m e n t
Speaker Selection Committee has
handed a short list of potential commencement speakers to President
Malcolm Gillis. The following speakers are on the list:
• Toni Morrison
• Steven Spielberg
• Desmund Tutu
• Ann Richards
• Lloyd Bentsen
It is now Gillis' turn to try to
attract one of these speakers to speak
at the graduation of the Class of
1996.
Carmen Peralta, a junior at Wiess
College, chaired the Selection Committee, which is a Student Association sub-committee. She said she
became interested in the decisionmaking process partly because of
disillusionment with past years'
speakers, who have mostly been
politicians.

Former President Jimmy Carter
spoke at the Class of 1993 graduation exercises. Elizabeth Dole, president of the American Red Cross,
spoke to last year's class, and Senator Bill Bradley will address the Class
of 1995.
Peralta said she would like someone other than an active politician to
speak at the 1996 Commencement.
H e r p e r s o n a l favorite is Toni
Morrison.
The Selection Committee surveyed both the faculty and members
of the Class of 1996 to determine the
short list.
According to Peralta, at least 150
surveys from the junior class were
returned.
The committee also talked to Vice
President for Student Affairs Zenaido
Camacho and Edward Djerejian, director of the Baker Institute.
According to Peralta, the candidates are ranked according to results of the survey. Toni Morrison is
the most popular choice.

Part-time work, Pull-time |>ay
Now hiring people to work in our advertising
department. Convenient, flexible hours. No
telemarketing! No sales! Casual dress, no
stress, immediate advancement and
management opportunities. Start $5/hr plus
bonuses. Call David at 667-2468 1-5 p.m. to
set up a quick and easy interview.

Summer
Internships

Peralta spoke to Gillis about the
list. "I think he was extremely excited," she said. She said Gillis was
also willing to seek someone other
than a politician.
Gillis said he really liked the
short-list, but did not view it as a
ranked list. He stressed the fact that
nobody was second-best and that
the list was "uniformly good."
Gillis has already contacted all of
the speakers informally.
He explained that Rice likes to
start the process of attracting commencement speakers early. The process is not always easy because Rice
does not pay its speakers or award
them honorary degrees to speak at
graduation.
Gillis said that Steven Spielberg
and Desmund Tutu have indicated
that they may not be able to speak.

Peralta said Rice would consider donating to a charity of the speaker's
choosing.
When drafting the list of speakers, the Selection Committee tried
to ensure that there was at least one
Rice "contact" for each speaker on
the list.
Peralta wanted to emphasize that
the committee has tried to maximize student input throughout the
decision making process. "It was a
first priority," she said.
Reactions from members of the
Class of 1996were mixed. Pitt Fagan,
a junior at Jones College, had some
strong opinions. "Definite no's for
Ann Richards. Ann Richards is like
Doritos woman. I don't want my commencement speaker to be a spokesman for Doritos. The person I'd like
to see is Steven Spielberg. I think

he'd be really cool... a 'for the '90s'
type of guy."
Fagan, who filled out a survey,
expressed regrets that George Lucas
did not make the list.
John Paul Yabraian, a junior at
Will Rice College, did not have any
personal preference for commencement speaker.
"Commencement speakers aren't
of such vital importance. Anyone who
could speak and marginally hold our
interest for an hour would be fine,"
Yabraian said.
Jonathan Cheng, a junior from
Jones, favored Toni Morrison. "The
only one on the list that I'd like to see
is Toni Morrison."
Cheng said that Morrison, author and Nobel Prize winner, would
have insightful comments for the
graduating class.

Team

Jonathan Morris, Linguistics graduate student Tim Pulju, Lovett sophomore Marc Tabolsky, Jones senior
Mikeal Thompson and Wiess freshman Randy Thomson.
Adult and faculty sponsors included Kay Flowers as assistant librarian, Stan Barber, David and
Sharon Tuttle and Eric Salutaro.
Kane said, "Even though the team
had by 'Rice standards' a disappointing season, we return all of our starters from this year's team.
"In the coming years, the Rice
College Bowl team is looking forward to great things and perhaps
another return to glory."
The team used up its limited budget in traveling to CBI and ACF
regionals and received funding from
Hanszen, Lovett and Wiess colleges,
as well as certain private donations
to cover travel expenses to nationals.
Often, team members use College Bowl skills in more profitable
activities.
Matt Kane competed in Jeopardy

during his senior year in high school,
a former Rice College Bowl captain
won $50,000 as a several-time champion on the show, and on May 4,
team member Todd Konkel will appear on Jeopardy as well.
After sending in a postcard,
Konkel was randomly chosen as one
of a few hundred from this region to
try out in Houston for the show. All
auditioners were split up into four
groups to take a 50-question written
test. Konkel was one of four people
in his group to pass the test.
After going through a series of
mock-rounds, questions and interviews, Konkel found out about his
acceptance at the end of January of
this year. He flew to Los Angeles at
the beginning of March for the taping, but because of a computer virus
wiping out the show's computer files,
the taping was rescheduled for April
1 and 2.
Konkel said he is not allowed to
tell how he did but said that the
show will air on May 4, and that it
was a "great experience."

FROM PAGE 1

tions.
This year, Rice competed in the
CBI Regionals at Texas A&M, placing second to UT Dallas. Winning
first place in the ACF Regionals at
O k l a h o m a University against
schools fromTexas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas, Rice
qualified for the nationals in Knoxville.
Typically, Rice has done very well
in College Bowl tournaments. In
1991, Rice was CBI national champions, and the team has several top
five placings at nationals in the past
10 years. Rice also has seven CBI
regional titles from the past nine
years. This is the first year Rice has
competed in ACF tournaments.
Team members include Wiess
senior AshishAcharya, Jones senior
Andy Bzostek, captain Matt Kane,
Hanszen sophomore Todd Konkel,
Sid Richardson College senior

Graduation 1995 Announcements
Are you a Junior or Senior?
Interested in Marketing or Business?
Want to earn up to 3 credit hours,
with possible full-time employment?

Gain experience as a team
member of a national company
Submit resume to Cheryl Matherly
4055
at Career Services

The following is the full program of commencement events.
Please contact the Office of Alumni Affairs and University Events
at ext. 6093 with any questions.
Friday. Mav 12
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
1:30 - 2:45 p.m.
3:15 - 4 p.m.
3:30 - 5:30 p.m.
4:30 - 6 p.m.

MCAT
• 1995 PREP Course; 2 4 Classes; 3+ hours each
• 4 Full-Length MCAT Exams
• Taught by Professors fil PhDs (not students!)
© 1 4 0 0 + Pages of Course Material • Only $495

GMAT DAJ
EIT

Business School

Dental School

FUNDAMENTALS of
ENGINEERING EXAM

6 - 8 p.m.
6 - 7 p.m.
8:30 - 9:30 p.m.
10:15 p.m.
Saturday. Mav 13
6:30 a.m.
7 a.m. ~
7:45 a.m.
8:30 -11:30 a.m.
After Commencement

who says you can't have It all for less!!

* * MONEY BACK GUARANTEE * *

Test Masters

C713J 728-8378

Student Art Exhibition, Rice Art Gallery, Sewall Hall
Class of '95 Convocation for degree candidates and guests, Autry Gym
Initiation of Phi Beta Kappa and presentation of Phi Beta Kappa teaching prize,
Hamman Hall
Jesse H. Jones Graduate School of Administration investiture ceremony, Stude
Concert Hall, Alice Pratt Brown Hall; reception following
School of Architecture reception, Smith Garden, Anderson Hall
School of Engineering reception, Hamman Hall
School of Humanities and School of Social Sciences receptions, Sewall Hall foyer
Department of Biochemistry and Cell Biology and Department of Ecology and
Evolutionary Biology receptions, outside corridor of George R. Brown Hall
Department of Geology and Geophysics reception, courtyard outside of the KeithWiess Geological Laboratories
Department of Mathematics reception, Commons Room, 438 Herman Brown Hall
Department of Physics and Department of Space Physics and Astronomy receptions,
Physics Amphitheater and courtyard
Prizes and awards banquet for degree candidates and their guests, Cohen House
Buffet reception for Master's degree candidates and their guests, Grand Hall, Rice
Memorial Center
The Shephard School of Music Presidential Concert, Stude Concert Hall, Alice Pratt
Brown Hall
Fireworks outside Alice Pratt Brown Hall

12 - 4 p.m.
2 - 3 p.m.

"R" Association Breakfast honoring graduating student athletes and theirfamilies,
"R" Room at the Football Stadium
*•
Continental breakfast for degree candidates in the residential colleges and
Anderson Hall
Degree candidates and participants line up for Commencement; B.A, and B.S.
candidates in the residential colleges: other degree candidates in Anderson Hall
(Candidates for two degrees will only walk across the stage for the higher degree.)
Commencement, Academic Quad
Commencement Address by U.S. Senator Bill Bradley (D-NJ)
Receptions for undergraduate degree recipients and theirguests at their residential
colleges
Luncheon for Doctoral degree recipients and their guests at the Granfl Hall, Rices
Memorial Center
Student Art Exhibit, Sewall Hall
NROTC Commissioning Ceremony, Duncan Recital Hall, Alice Pratt Brown Hall;
reception, Department of Naval Science
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Success hasn't brought prosperity to CoffeeHouse
Organizations
• UJ

Coffee, Anyone?

ats
The
CoffeeHouse
Contacts:
Lara Bruckmann
Ryan Minor

*

by Eleanor Wilkinson
The CoffeeHouse has fared well
this year despite business and location problems.
Atmosphere has been a problem
for the CoffeeHouse since it moved
to the hallway outside Sammy's two
years ago.
Lara Bruckmann, CoffeeHouse
entertainment manager, said the
move gave the CoffeeHouse a permanent location, but "the atmosphere is completely shot."
Ryan Minor, a manager at the
CoffeeHouse, said the biggest problem is that the staff have no control
over what Sammy's looks like.
He said that whenever they attempted to create an atmosphere,
their attempts were unsuccessful
because the decorations were taken
down by passing students.
D e s p i t e its location, the
CoffeeHouse has become popular

'People want Starbucks
quality, but they can't
afford to pay for it.'
—Ryan Minor
CoffeeHouse manager
as a place to do homework and meet
people. Brown College freshman
Jesus Herrera said, "In general it is
just a meeting place of all the interesting points of view." He said the
CoffeeHouse is a good place "not
only for homework, but for discussion."
Dan Lajiness, a freshman from
Hanszen College, does not think that
atmosphere is a problem. He said
the CoffeeHouse is a "nice relaxed
kind of place."
"Minus the lemony detergent
scent, I like it," Lajiness said.
T h e CoffeeHouse has experie n c e d financial problems since it was
opened in 1991. Bruckmann said,
"Our financial situation has been up
in the air for so long, we don't know
what's going on."
The main problem is that the
CoffeeHouse is not charging enough

Students wait in line to buy coffee and smacks at the CoffeeHouse.

for their coffee and other food, she
said.
"People want Starbucks quality,
but they can't afford to pay for it,"
Minor said.
The recent cutback in work-study
funds has also had an effect on the
CoffeeHouse budget. "It increases
our labor costs because instead of
paying one quarter of someone's
wages, we have to pay all of it," Minor said. The CoffeeHouse employs
about 15 people, and according to
Minor, "labor is a really big cost."
Equipment has been an issue for
the C o f f e e H o u s e as well. T h e
espresso and cappuccino machine
needs to be replaced at a cost of
about $4,500. They have also recently
purchased their own brewers instead
of renting them as they have done in
the past.
The Pub fire did not directly damage the CoffeeHouse, although they
had to throw out about $600 worth of
food. However, people are still buying the assortment of coffees, cookies and bottled drinks', and business
is good.
This year the CoffeeHouse has
sponsored many events, the most
successful of which have been
CoffeeHouse college nights, comedians and the Rice Jazz Ensemble.
On April 17 and 18, David Amram, a
musician who worked with the beat
g e n e r a t i o n , p e r f o r m e d at t h e
CoffeeHouse.
The CoffeeHouse was opened in

University Court Hearings
Case Number 1
On March 27, two students were charged with stealing a construction
sign. Both students pjpaded guilty to the charges, accepting the said
penalties.
0

the spring of 1991 as an alternative
to the Pub. Bruckmann said it was a
place "to gather and study, not centered on alcohol." It was situated in
Sammy's before it moved to its cur-

rent location. Their first big purchase
was the espresso/cappuccino machine that now needs to be replaced.
Next year, the CoffeeHouse is
planning to expand its hours, open-

ing at 8 a.m. and staying open until
midnight. They will have new financial and entertainment managers and
will try to sponsor as many or more
events than they did this year.

Q/iaduatim?
Our expert framers will
preserve your sheepskin
diploma in a beautifully
crafted frame selected
by you and our talented
designers.
20% off Rice diploma framing
Offer good through 8/31/95

Case Number 2
On March 23, a charge was brought against two students accusing
them of vandalism of property. The students had allegedly cracked
a patio glass window at a residential college. Both students pleaded
not guilty to the charge. A full hearing found the defendants not
guilty.

K

Case Number 3
On March 24, two students were charged with defacing the patio
furniture of a residential college. Both students pleaded no contest
to the charges. Before a full hearing, they were given a penalty of 10
hours community service and ordered to pay $18 for damages.

528-2288
* Labor not included

Not valid with any other offer.

\fllt UVMUMJ
Member

Professional
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\ssocaton
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Awards
FROM PAGE 1

ing others," she said.
The award recipients were involved in a wide range of activities.
Jila Bakker, a Will Rice junior,
said, "I am the junior college
represenative on the diet, and the
Will Rice O-Week coordinator. 1 really do not feel as though I do all that
much, but I think it was an award to
say that we're always around, and
that we help out whenever needed."
Kevin Noonan, a Wiess senior,

said,"I coach college sports and just
try to be there in my college if anyone needs somone to talk to."
Baker sophomore Stephanie
Saxton said, "I was happy to be honored. Now, I feel that I should do
more for the activity for which I
received the award. I am going to try
to become more involved and more
active at Baker and at Rice."
Michelle Klem, a Lovett sophomore, said, "I'm honored on an individual level, but I think that these
awards are really important for Rice
as well."
"As we all try to make Rice a more

service-oriented community, it is
necessary to recognize the students
who are leading these changes and
encourage them to continue in their
efforts. These awards highlight the
direction of Rice in the future," he
said.
The awards will be presented
annually. Minter said, "I think that
this will be a terrific new Rice tradition because it honors people across
campus who are involved in many
different things."
Camacho said, "Next year, I'm
going to do it again, and I'm going to
do it bigger and better."

Vice President's Appreciation Award Recipients
Baker College
Adam Cohen
Michael Corbett
Julian Lacey
Virginia Leslie
Nisha Nayak
Sonia Quinonez
Stephanie Saxton
Brown College
Rebecca Darr
Kraettli Epperson
Kristen Evans
Bob Greenslade
Curtis Huynh
Hamide Koyuncuoglu
Dan Manchester
Rose Ann Martinez
Zvonimir Milas
Quinton Nixon
Tapash Palit
Hanzen College
Nate Denny
Rachel Dornhelm
Drew Ellis
Joanna Fair
Julie Fisher
Jason Gaymon
Shirley Kung
Eddie Maa
Sergio Martinez
Mark Peterman
Tony Poothullil

Mark Wells
Jones College
Jill Ferguson
Aileen Langston
Karen Loti
Julie Markwardt
Jennifer Maxwell
Christine Pan
Tandy Pittayathinkhun
Joanne Savage
Jude Theriot
Chalice Young
Lovett College
Brandon Bidlack
Gary Doughty
Jermaine Gibbs
Chris Gouge
Jesse Jou
Michelle Klem
Emily Liu
Michol McMillian
Caroline Plowden
Kevin Reed
Scott Ruthfield
Gloria Tan
Troy Van Voorhis
Maggie Wang
Sid Richardson College
Ann Abel
Suzanne Angele

Anneliese Davis
Mary Gabriel
David Mims
Paul Neal
Cesar Rebellion
Wiess College
Trisha Burton
Claire Carman
Ian Gravagne
Derek Holland
Chris Kwoh
Christina LeTourneau
Christopher Lopez
Michelle Marchand
Amy Mellor
Kevin Noonan
Manish Vira
A.J. Webster
Ben Williams
Will Rice College
Becky Almaguer
Emily Bellavance
David Boles
Jila Bakker
Jay Chance
Monique Forward
David Grossman
Katie Krolikowski
Richard Radke
Jerusha Redford
Chelsea Valdes

A National Showcase
of Hands-on Healing Arts
High Touch Tour '95

is h Touch'
°

Dallas Fair Park

1

Tour

May 5-7,1995

other locations: Portland, OR; Santa Rosa, CA; San Diego, CA;
Albuquerque, NM; Kansas City, KS; Atlanta, GA; Tampa, FL;
Philadelphia, PA; Columbus, OH; St. Paul, MN; Denver, CO

Balconies
FROM PAGE 1

"I have received a complaint from
the master of Sid Richardson College, and the matter has been referred to the University Court,"
Burnett said.
The university has the option to
decide whether the charges are
handled internally or through the
Houston court system. Rice decided
to keep the charges within the university.
U. Court planned a lunch meeting yesterday to discuss future proceedings regarding this case. If they
decide that they do not have enough
time for the preliminary hearing and
trial, they will turn the case over to
Burnett.
If they decide to take the case, a
preliminary hearing will be scheduled. The trial will be conducted
within seven days of the preliminary
hearing if the defendants plead either no contest or not guilty.
According to U. Court Chair
Rebecca Darr, U. Court can give the
defendants a probation warning, disciplinary probation or disciplinary
suspension while also making the
defendants perform community service and requiring restitution for
damages.
One concern is that the accused
students will get preferential treatment because they are Rice baseball

Building
FROM PAGE 1

Laboratories and the Space Science
Building.
F&E also has many exterior lighting projects which will provide more
light around certain buildings.
Some of the places where more
external lights will be provided will
be the bicycle racks by the Alice
Pratt Brown Hall, the engineering
quad, the area by the Brown House,
the Brown and Jones College parking lots and the Copy Club.
A traffic light will be placed by
entrance 8, which is at the intersection of University Boulevard and
Stockton Road.
The decision to add the light came
after traffic counts were done to see
how many cars passed through the
entrance. The number surpassed the
amount needed to have a light installed, meaning a light is necessary, Blackwelder said.
F&E will also install gates at the
main campus entrances. The gates
will be made of wrought iron, and
will be. conceptually similar to the
gates at entrance 1 in front of Lovett
Hall. The gates are being added for

For a free brochure call

I-8OO-HI-TOUCH
H i g h Touch Tour is produced by Living Touch Productions, Inc.

two main reasons.
The method presently used to
block the entrances are cumbersome
and involve the efforts of two people.
With the new gates, only one person
will be needed to close the entrances.
The gates are also being installed
for aesthetic purposes.
" [The closed entrances] will look
a lot better and be much easier to
handle," Blackwelder said.
F&E has over a hundred projects
for the summer, but most are small
jobs. Blackwelder hopes to have all
the jobs that will directly affect students finished by the time school
starts, but some projects such as the
fitness center and Baker staircase
will not be completely finished by
then.
"Anything that impacts students'
rooms will be done before school
starts," Blackwelder said. This includes the wiring for cable and
Internet through the college rooms.
Blackwelder said that the main
construction of the Baker staircase
will be completed by August, and
only small finishing touches will be
left to complete when students arrive back on campus. She said that
students will not be affected in any
significant manner by the projects.

Crime on Campus
Academic Buildings
Herring Hall
Colleges
Hanszen
Sid Richardson
Parking Lots
Stadium Lot
Hanszen-Baker-Wiess
Abercombie Lot
Abercombie Lot

Exciting Demonstrations
Live Entertainment & Music
Trade Show & Exposition
Novice & Professional Workshops
Historical Exhibits & Displays
Seated Massage & Discovery Zone

players.
"I certainly expect them to be
treated exactly as what they are —
Rice students," Graham said. "They
are Rice students first."
Graham and the athletic department took immediate action upon
hearing about the incident.
"The players were suspended
from last night's game [Tuesday vs.
Lamar]," Moniaci said.
Graham plans to take further disciplinary action after the university
makes its decision.
"At such time as they make the
decision, we will act on that and see
what else we should do," Graham
said.
"[The] NCAA limits our contact
with players [during the season].
After the season is over, we will be
able to discipline them," he said.
Until Rice makes a decision, the
players will continue to play.
The incident is the latest in a long
series involving objects being
thrown off of the SRC balconies.
This year, a small refrigerator, a
block of dry ice and several beer
bottles, among other things, have
been thrown from the balconies.
Most recently, SRC's executive
cabinet decided to close the balconies for two weeks after a large paper-mache elephant's head was
thrown off the fourth floor balcony
on Apr. 8.
Wittenberg hopes the balconies
will be re-opened by early next week.

Abercombie Lot
Abercombie Lot
Stadium Lot
Hanszen-Baker-Wiess

April 19 Laptop computer stolen from office
April 21 Metal alligator stolen from outside
of room
April 23 Items thrown off balcony
April 23 Stolen vehicle recovered
April 23 CD Player stolen from vehicle
April 19 Wiring pulled from dashboard of
pickup
April 19 Lawnmower-stolen from back of
pickup. Later recovered
April 19 Truck stolen. Recovered offcampus with flat tire
April 19 Items stolen from truck
April 18 Radio stolen from vehicle
April 18 Radio and speakers removed from
vehicle

r(vnm^arArr/)/n in t/ic . //uu/ow
<9/'j <•/{a/t/icmny
.
Maryland Manor
1&2 Bedrooms «• Bedroom w/Den
• S U M M E R RENTALS AVAILABLE N O W *
1717 Bissonnet
529-7020
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The project will be funded by a combination of money
previously allocated for renovations and the insurance settlement for the fire. Camacho said that since detailed plans had
not been prepared and the settlement is not complete, he did
not know how much the project would cost.
In their overall outline, the final" plans are quite similar to
one of the two proposals presented at an open meeting last
week. Several changes, though, reflect student concerns. The
bar was moved and enlarged to improve visibility, make the
bar more prominent and reduce congestion at a doorway.

BY C H R I S T O F S P I E L E R

Willy's Pub, which was gutted In a fire
on April 6, will be rebuilt over the summer in a bigger form. The plans were agreed upon
by administration officials, students and the architectural firm
of Gensler and Associates only two weeks after the fire.
According to Vice President for Student Affairs Zenaido
Camacho, the building process has started and construction
will be underway within weeks.
"I am determined to have it up and running by Orientation
Week," he said, noting that this represents a very fast
time frame.
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The doorway itself was
moved to make maintaining
security easier. The student
organizations workroom was
also rearranged.
Some student concerns remain, though. Decor, for example, is still undetermined.
"If they end up carpeting the whole area
and making it look like the Miner Lounge,
what's the point?" Will Rice junior David
Rhodes said. "I mean, if they served beer
in the Miner Lounge, it still wouldn't be a
pub."

asTaes

The plans

Cooler

WILLY'S PUB

is increased
dramatically in size. Among its
features:
The curved shape of the bar was
a compromise; administrators
wanted an inconspicuous bar
along the back wall. Pub
bartenders wanted to be able
to
observe
the
entire
establishment.

Stairway
to
Career
Services

VEN
MAC

A television lounge is one of
t h e more c o n t r o v e r s i a l
features. For some, it's a
dilution
of
Willy's
atmosphere. For others, it's
a welcome addition.
Pool tables
Booth seating appeared on
the less popular of the two
proposals but received
enough positive feedback
to be included on the final
plan.
This STORAGE was
initially left out of the plan;
Student Center management, though, said they
needed it to replace space
they had in the old
b a s e m e n t for s t o r i n g
folding tables, supplies

24-hour access
ends here

Bookstore

and the like.

•ou

.

Sammy's
storage

The BACK DOOR (leading to the
back stairway, facing Herring Hall) is
equipped with a cardreader so the
hallway and Student Organizations
Workroom can have 24-hour access.

Stairway to Sammy's

The STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS WORKROOM is designed as a
communal space for student organizations of all sizes. Included:

CONFERENCE ROOMS and,
LOUNGES, much like the rooms in
the Ley Student Center, are intended
largely for student organizations. The
three rooms shown have since been
changed to two. larger rooms.

A central workspace for informal meetings, lounging and doing work
includes tables and chairs, a large wipeboard and two storage closets.
i

Four small offices for individual clubs
o

3*-

A workroom for making banners and other messier activities includes
space for supplies, lockers for individual clubs and two more storage
closets.

Club workroom: a small victory by students
BY C H R I S T O F S P I E L E R
One day last fall, as I passed Academic
Advising, I took a look in and thought, "This
wouiu be a perfect space for student organizations." It was the beginning of an unlikely
series of events which will soon find that idea
taking chaoe in what was once Willy's Pub.
I first became aware of the impending
basement renovations last fall as a member
of the Student Center Advisory Board (SCAB),
a relatively new group designed to give student input in the operation of the Student
Center. Associate Dean for Student Affairs
Bob Sanborn had compiled a report on other
student centers, and one of the ideas which
struck me was the workroom.
The idea is this: a large, flexible room for
all student organizations, from small clubs to
the large, blanket tax organizations like the
SA and Thresher. It would be a space for
students, one where they wouldn't have to
battle professional organizations or alumni
functions for space, where the walls were not

sacred and untouchable.
out, we were delighted and rather surprised to
I mentioned the idea at meetings with the see that a workroom was shown in the basearchitects brought in to redesign the Student ment in the first stage, and Academic Advising
Center, and other clubs, many desperate for was shown as moving out later on to make
office and storage space, soon joined me in room for student organizations.
calling for it.
All looked good. I wasn't sure that the
architects had the right idea
Still, I wasn't very hopeful. We were playing space We wanted a space for ~ r ! nde /' ng f * howed a ' o o m
politics, and on this camstudent organizations, filled with elaborate and impus, those can get nasty
maculately finished "work staGust ask the space sciences 0 n e where they wouldn't t i o n s " manned by a bunch of
department). The space we
figures wearing bow ties — but
have to battle profes- we had the space ...
were coveting was occupied
by Academic Advising, and sional organizations or
Sort of. This didn't mean
they would have the power.
that the renovation would acalumni
functions
for
The architects, though,
tually happen, or that it would
were told to consider stu- space, where the walls
look that way when carried out.
dent priorities, and the stuSo we waited.
w6^e
not
sagged
and
dents represented seemed
Meanwhile, the MOB was
to like the idea. "Student untouchable. We got it moving out. Back at SCAB, I
organizations space" ended because students spoke was on the Renovations Comup first on the list of priorimittee, and, concluding that
up and somebody was no renovations would start
ties for the renovation.
When the plans came
soon, we came up with a prolistening.

posal for a temporary use of the space. SCAB
members Scott Ruthfield and Maryana
Iskander (who would later mention the proposal on her campaign posters) made some
calls and drafted a formal proposal to turn the
space into a temporary workroom, putting
tables, chairs and supplies in the central
space and using the smaller rooms for storage and offices. From what I hear, the proposal was well-received by administrators.
Then, one Thursday morning, the Pub
burned, and the architects came back. Now,
barely three weeks later, we have the final
plans. And we have the workroom. It's not
everything we wanted, of course; it's hidden
away and rather far from the other student
organizations in the building. For those clubs
which use it,,, though, it should be great.
We've got the student space we wanted, and
we got it because student's spoke up for it.
Christof Spieler is a Sid Richardson College
sophomore, Thresher features editor and member of the Student Center Advisory Board.
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Live owl mascots may soon return to new quarters
BY C H R I S T O F

RICE
m

»

1/ »

HAS

NOT

SPIELER

HAD

LIVE

MASCOTS SINCE 1 9 9 1 f when the last
of two owls died and the owl chamber in the
Lovett quad was torn down. Now Director of
Student Activities Sarah Nelson Crawford and a
handful of former students are trying to return
live owls to Rice.
New mascots would be injured great horned
owls deemed unfit for release into the wild.
Such owls might be put to death if no home is
found for them, Crawford says. T h e keeping of
owls and other birds of prey is regulated by
both federal and state agencies.
Plans were recently completed, in consultation with the agencies and an owl expert, for a

"We want to make
sure there is a
general consensus
on campus that we
still want live
mascots."
— Sarah Nelson Crawford

new owl cage. Crawford hopes to have it built
behind the Rice Memorial Center chapel,
near the back of Fondren Library.
"The structure will ensure the utmost comfort and safety for the birds and blend gracefully within the campus," architect Shane
Cook, who helped draw up the plans, said.
The cost of the project has been estimated
at $20,000. About half of that could be paid
from owl blanket tax money saved up over the
years; the rest would have to come from
contributions. In order to be realized, the
project must be approved by Vice President
for Student Affairs Zenaido Camacho and the
Board of Governors.
"We want to make sure there is a general
consensus on campus that we still want live
mascots," Crawford said.

Sammy and George, Rice's last live mascots, died in 1991.

Viewing
platform
with

Main
chamber
Individual
sleeping
boxes

Equipment room
with solar panels
A model and floorplan show the proposed owl chamber.

It's One Of The Most Useful Credit Cards O n The
Planet. Unless You've Stolen It.

Your MasterCard" is stolen. You panic, get
Masti

angry, panic some more. T h e n you cafl and cancel it. N o w the thief is in possession

SHU mm

oooft L ass

of, oh,

about seven cents w o r t h of stolen plastic. (Maybe he can use it as a coaster w h e n he

entertains at the hideout.) So relax. You only have to pay for stuff you bought,

and you can get a new card the next day* It'll be accepted at millions of places,

one of which

hiniriuu.lti'il

must sell wallets. MasterCard.

It's more than a credit card. It's smart money!
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YOUR MUG AROUND HERE
DURING FINALS WEEK.
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Get your Study Break Escape coffee mug4 for only $2, with 25C refills!*

There are some definite perks to stopping by the new Randalls. Were close to
campus, open 24 hours a day and you can get all the caffeine you need for 25<t
when you buy a special $2 Study Break Escape Mug. Grab a bite from our hot
deli, down a mug of fresh-brewed coffee, or nosh on a warm bagel right out of the oven.
The Study Break Escape is only at the new Randalls Flagship, 3131 Holcombe Boulevard at Buffalo
Speedway. We can't promise you'll ace your finals, but we can promise you'll stay awake.

i
i
i

FREE BAGEL

FROM THE HEARTH-BAKED BAGEL SHOPPE
ANY VARIETY

GOOD FROM MAY I - MAY 10,1995
Redeemable only at Randalls Flagship, 3131 Holcombe Blvd. at Buffalo Speedway.
PLU# 1089
Must present coupon to receive offer. Limit one coupon per
item per person. Cannot be doubled or tripled. Not valid with
any other offer.

Holcomb
Randalls

*While supplies last. 1 'Offer good for Hot Deli coffee
only: excludes Brothers Gourmet Coffee.

r

Universit

T
I
I
I

FREE PINT OF MILK

NESTLE CHOCOLATE OR NESTLE STRAWBERRY MILK
F R O M R A N D A L L S DAIRY DEPT.

GOOD FROM MAY I - MAY 10,1995
Redeemable only at Randalls Flagship. 3131 Holcombe Blvd. at Buffalo Speedway.
PLU# 1088
PLU#otter.
1088Limit-one coupon per
Must present coupon to receive
Must
present
coupon
to receive
offer.orLimit-one
coupon
item per
person.
Cannot
be doubled
tripled. Not
valid per
with
item
per person.
any other
offer. Cannot be doubled or tripled. Not valid with
any other offer.

I
I
I
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SLEEPLESS IN CHICAGO

Bullock's reactions redeem 'While You Were Sleeping'
BY

K R I S T I A N

L I N

Okay, Speed, was released a year
ago, so it's a bit late for me to be
announcing that Sandra Bullock has
arrived. It's my fault. I gave in to the
old prejudice about actors who do
action films. I should have realized
that carrying an action film is not a
small accomplishment for an actor,
nor is it inherently inferior to leading a drama or comedy. Despite the
success of various ponactors in this
genre (and we know who they are),
real actors make for the best action
films. Sandra Bullock shows how
real an actress she is with her romantic comedy turn in the slim but
charming While You Were Sleeping.
Lucy (Bullock) is a Chicago transit worker infatuated with Peter
Callahan (Peter Gallagher), a lawyer who buys a subway token from
her everyday but never talks to her.
One Christmas, Peter is attacked on
the platform and Lucy saves his life.
As Peter lies comatose in a hospital,
his family takes her in, mistakenly
believing that Lucy is his fiancee. At
first, she plays along because the
family is grieving, but soon she feels
so much at home with them that she
doesn't want to reveal the truth. On
top of this, she falls for Peter's
brother, Jack (Bill Pullman).
The storyline is old, and the misunderstanding and plot twists are
mild stuff. T h e script by Daniel G.

her somewhat tenuous grip tress. T h e proportions in her facial
Sullivan and Fredric
features all seem to be a tiny bit off,
on it.
Lebow shows a few
She's as much fun to watch and this works for her, lending credflashes of wit, but othibility to the character's self-conas she is to hear. She has
erwise, it's perfectly orsome magnificently funny re- sciousness and her continued singledinary Hollywood maactions, like when she misses hood despite her sparkle.
terial, directed in a perClearly, we'll have to reckon with
her first opportunity to talk to
fectly ordinary way by
Peter or realizes she's in love this actress in the future. She doesn't
Jon Turteltaub.
with Jack and slumps against have MarisaTomei's ability to show
The Callahan fama railing. She throws tinsel on a dozen different emotions in a single
ily is the usual gang of
glance, nor does she possess Meg
her Christmas tree one strand
"colorful" middle-aged
Ryan's m e a n d e r i n g intelligence,
at a time and later uses her
stock characters, and
Julia
Roberts' offhand wit or Sarah
cat
as
a
tinsel
deposit,
and
it's
only the underplaying
endlessly fascinating for some Jessica Parker's quirkiness. But
of veterans like Peter
reason. On a few occasions she's clearly in the same league with
Boyle and Jack Warshe overdoes the facial reac- them, i.e. the best pure romantic
den saves them from
2 tions, but these are small er- comediennes in Hollywood.
being a palpable drag
| rors in a deeply rewarding perHer charm spreads to Pullman,
on the film.
g formance.
who's a bland actor but looks as
Gallagher is a good
g
She catches the desper- alive to Lucy's qualities as we are.
actor, but in this film
§ ately lonely side of this bright He's played in other films that have
he gives the worst perb e e n d u m p e d by J o d i e F o s t e r
d personality, and it makes her
f o r m a n c e I've ever
(Sommersby), Meg Ryan (Sleepless
* performance unexpectedly
seen from him. Hav| touching. Even though you in Seattle) and Nicole Kidman (Maling spent the first half
M know she's going to get her ice) . T h e only girl he wound up with
of the movie uncon| man, she still engages you on was Linda Fiorentino in The Last
scious, he compen^ a higher level than the role Seduction, and that didn't turn out
sates by overacting as
S3 demands. It's a complete tri- very well for him. No wonder he
soon as he comes to.
2 umph over the script's lack of goes so enthusiastically at this part.
Enough fault-findi emotional and intellectual
Right now the level of acting in
ing. The reason to see
depth.This role was originally American films is as high as it's ever
this movie is Sandra Jack (Bill Pullman) and Lucy (Sandra"Bullock) share a romantic
moment in While You Were Sleeping.
been. If only Hollywood's filmmakmeant for Demi Moore, and
Bullock, who exhibits
ers were up to the available talent in
there's nothing here she
a marvelous affinity for
front of the camera! We can reflect
couldn't
handle,
but
she'd
have
been
whip-smart
way
with
dialogue
that
light comedy. Her innate bashfulallowed her to liven up Speed comes less effective because she's too beau- later on the many good actresses in
ness contrasts charmingly with her
Hollywood and the few good roles
ability to take one-liners (even the to the forefront. Her Chicago accent tiful.
for them. Let's just enjoy Sandra
Bullock
is
attractive
without
lookrelatively u n d i s t i n g u i s h e d o n e s gives such a delightful spin to her
here) and make them zing. The same line readings that you can forgive ing too much like a professional ac- Bullock's performance now.

OH ME OH MAYA!

IMAX-eye view of Maya leaves the civilization a mystery
BY

J O E . E A T O N

WORTHAM I M A X

THEATER, HOUSTON

M U S E U M OF N A T U R A L S C I E N C E
1

HERMANN CIRCLE DRIVE, 6 3 9 - 4 6 0 0

$5
The archeology of the Mayan
peoples, from the hand sketches of
the earliest explorers to the computers and helicopters of modern
scientists, is the subject of a new
documentary, The Mystery of the
Maya. The style of the re-enactment resembles that of similar films
about Egyptian archeology.
'ITiough the film is a good review of the current understanding
of Maya culture, it lacks the cohe-

siveness of a true documentary and
the stunning visual effects of a true
tiic-ciL 1*1 ut/caaguuu ji/u
of bringing across the size of the Maya
structures but is jwst overkill for the
archeology storytelling that goes along.
T h e "natural" feel of previous
IMAX films is lost here, since much of
the footage was shot on a sound stage.
Actors appear in re-enactments of the
crucial moments of the archeological
digs throughout, and this detracts
from the overall effect. The film feels
staged rather than open, and only the
opening 10 seconds contain the power
of previous IMAX features.
The ancient Maya are still very
much a unique and mysterious people
despite the many similarities between
their culture and Egyptian cultures

uncovered in recent years.
As early as 1954, tombs of Mayan
k i n g s w e r e d i s c o v e r e d i n t h e pyraC/cr u&cUvuly

IIIIUOPI CVIUUOIY U I U U G M

for religious ceremonies and astronomy. Currently, half a dozen
completely undisturbed tombs have
been found. The Maya took extreme
care to hide and preserve the tombs.
Each tomb was prepared before
the ruler's death by slaves at the
bottom of a long spiral staircase descending into-the base of the pyramid. Once the ruler was entombed
(no mummies, thank you) the entire
staircase was cemented up in a solid
mass, and then a new top was added
to the pyramid to hide the entrance
to the staircase.
The film stresses the differences
between the past and present view of

A Maya scribe, as portrayed in the new IMAX fim, Mystery of the Maya.

the Maya. They were not an especially peaceful and nature-loving
people. They built large cities and
completely deforested the land sur-

rounding the cities for miles. They
fought bloody and merciless wars
between the cities, they held slaves,
SEE MAYA, PAGE 14

&

TONGUE IN CHEEK

Art Guys redefine art to suit their own devices in 'Think Twice'
BY
THE ART

GUYS:

A N N
THINK

A B E L
TWICE

THROUGH JUNE 2 5
TUESDAY-SATURDAY
SUNDAY

NOON - 5

1 0

A.M. - 5

P.M.

P.M.

CONTEMPORARY A R T S M U S E U M
5 2 1 6

MONTROSE

5 2 6 - 0 7 7 3
FREE ( D O N A T I O N S SUGGESTED —

$ 1

FOR

STUDENTS)

What is art? Is It a suitcase that
two guys have dragged behind their
car from Houston to San Antonio
and then hung on a wall? Is it a
chair covered with bubble gum?
An enormous nose suspended over,
a pool of green liquid?
The current exhibition at the
Contemporary Arts Museum, The
Art Guys: Think Twice, tries to answer those questipns. Or maybe it
raises more qffcstions. Or perhaps
it just rephrases the same questions in some rather irreverent
ways.
Come to thin^ of it, I don't know
what the exhibit does. But I know I
like it.
T h e introductory survey features 87 works of sculpture, drawing, photography, installation and

video and introduces viewers to the
orange) and shook hands over a
Art Guys (Michael Galbreth and Jack white canvas to create "The Art Guys
Massing) and their projects of the Agree on Painting."
past 13 years. The show at the CAM is
The artists and ideas of Fluxus
the' first major survey of their work.
influenced the Art Guys. This group
The exhibit's curator says, "The
of poets, composers, filmmakers and
multifarious activities and strategies artists flourished in the 1960s and
of the Art Guys often make their place combined elements of humor and
within art history seem problematic. high-mindedness with the use of evTTiey would seem to fit more comfort- eryday objects and materials.
ably in the history of jesters and
Continuing in this tradition, the
fools." She compares their work — Art Guys create their sculpture out
quite fairly — to Marcel Duchamp, of pencils, suitcases, non-prescripthe Fluxus artists and Andy Warhol, tion drugs, pennies, cigarette butts,
and adds that their art "engages, hu- smoke bombs, fuses, matches and
mors and ultimately challenges the
food products such as Pringles poviewers."
tato chips. In an interview video, they
The Guys themselves claim that
tell us that everything is fair game.
- their art sets out to open the doors of
While the focus of the work and
the mind to different experiences.
the issues they address (consumerMichael Galbreth was born in
ism, addiction, homelessness) are
• Philadelphia in 1956 and received a quite serious, the Guys approach this
Masters of Fine Arts degree from the
issues with a satirical, tongue-inUniversity of Houston in 1984. While cheek manner. But intense social
there, he became friends with Jack
commentators they are not. The goal
Massing, who was born in Buffalo, of their fcany art is to reach beyond
N.Y., in 1959 and also received a Bach- traditional art audiences to the genelor of Fine Arts from the University eral public. They say that they don't
of Houston in 1984.
think about the political subtext of
They made their collaboration of- their works; they just create, and if
ficial in 1983<when they each stuck people see; meanings in their art,
their right hand into buckets of dis- that's great. But the statements aren't
carded paint (one was green, the other always conscious and intentional.

Instead, they are wonderfully bizarre and amusing. T h e odd juxtapositions in their pop-culture pastiches prove irreverent and ironic.
Clever titles enhance the levity.
One piece is the plan that they've
drawn for converting the CAM into
a Stop-N-Go that would remain open
24-hours-a-day during the exhibit.
"You Get What You Pay For" is a
framed receipt that itemizes the cost
of framing that receipt. Maybe it's
making a statement about what constitutes art and the e x o r b i t a n t
amounts of money some people pay
for "art." Maybe it's just making us
laugh.
"The Appropriations Serious" offers a new twist on artistic acquisitions. The Art Guys display small
objects with a note that re
veals that they've been "surreptitiously appropriating
objects from various
m u s e u m directors,
gallery owners, patrons and artists."
Even kleptomania can be
an art form.
Some of the pieces are simply
disgusting. "Aunt Bea" consists of
dead ants and bees glued to white

paper. Butterfly wings on the next
piece seem even more macabre.
T h e abundance of puns isn't for
the faint of heart, either. "Goatee
Off." 'Travel Logs." "See Saw"... the
list goes on. Even the artist's name
mocks the "Art Guise" and criticizes
pretentious, insincere art.
T h e Art Guys clearly see art as a
process, not a result. Several performances accompany the exhibition
at the CAM. For the opening, they
set an 80-foot outline of matches on
fire to create "Match Installation
#12," which shows two hands flipping coins (another bad pun).
At the preview, the Art
Guys staged a
performance
piece, "A Ton
of Beautiful
W o m e n , " in
which
they
w e i g h e d
women from a
local modeling
a g e n c y on a
scale
until
their
combined weight
equaled one ton. o
On May 16, "Bulk Up for the
SEEARTOUYS, PAGE 14
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NOTHINGHEADS

Eclectic mix of albums guarantees a lively summer
B Y

H E A T H E R

S M I T H

JEWEL
PIECES

OF YOU

has a really great range so that in
some songs she sounds sexy and
sultry, yet in others, like a little girl.
This is a mellow album to be played
when you can meditate on the lyrics.
THE MURMURS
THE MURMURS

more to Heather Grody and Leisha
Hailey. Their first release, "You
Suck" has been given much air time
on the radio, and with good reason.
The funny lyrics and beautiful voices
make this song a hit! The rest of the
album is as good or better than this
single.

what grungy. (But not like the overplayed Seattle bands.) I sort of think
they sound a bit like My Bloody
Valentine, but that you would have
to judge for yourself. The album is
definitely fast paced, and great for
slam dancing.

SlNCOLA
WHAT

THE NOTHINGHEAD

SAID

Okay, so I am a little partial to
Austin bands, but these guys are

to show men just how mean a
scorned woman can be. I think her
male bashing lyrics (which are funny
at times) are a backlash to the male
rappers that constantly refer to
women in their songs as "ho" or
"bitch." Her songs are great to dance
to, so you may have heard her two
releases "Short, Short Man" and "Mr.
Personality" in clubs. She's the perfect addition to a party or any male
bashing session.
DAVE MATTHEWS BAND
UNDER

Every once in a while you'll hear
a voice that speaks volumes more in
experience and wisdom than thought
possible for a 20-year-old songwriter.
Jewel Kilcher is one of the most
amazing poet/songwriters I have
ever heard. On her debut album she
has written all her own music and
lyrics. Accompanying her acoustic
guitar is her beautiful voice, which

Here's a new duo that some critics are calling the next Indigo Girls.
They play alternative folk, and write
all their own music and lyrics. On
first listen, these girls sound sweet
and innocent, but after concentrating on the lyrics, there is so much

really cool. With deep-voiced
Rebecca Cannon singing, Sincola
turns "alternative" into a respectable definition for music again. Their
sound is very clear, without a lot of
feedback, and the melodies some-

GILLETTE
ON THE ATTACH

Watch out, Rice men! Gillette, a
new female rapper, is on the attack!
With a great voice, beautiful face
and a sharp tongue, Gillette has come

THE TABLE

AND DREAMING

In case you have been living in a
closet all year, the Dave Matthews
Band is the hottest band on RCA On
their second album, they mix reeds,
violins, guitars and a rhythm section
to create a great sound that ranges
from jazz to folk to funk. Although
they sound sort of mellow on most
tracks like "Sattelite," there are
songs where the band rocks out. In
other words there is a favorite song
for everyone. The CD is a great addition to any collection, but their live
show is even better.

HUGH GOT IT

Goofy 'Englishman'juxtaposes laughter and tears
B Y

D A N

M C D E R M O N

Hugh Grant fever caught the
United States unaware last year amid
the runaway success of Four Weddings and a Funeral, a charming
sleeper which managed to balance
art-house wit and commercial appeal. Perhaps we've found the cure
in Grant's new movie, The Englishman Who Went Up a Hill But Came
Down a Mountain.
The film begins as a flashback
within a flashback, to South Wales
in 1917. While most young men are
at war, Hugh and his portly supervisor are surveying the mountains of
Wales. They arrive in a small town to

survey the local landmark, a mountain whose Welsh name is impossible to pronounce.
When the pair reveals that the
peak elevation of984 feet is less than
the required 1,000 for the mound to
be considered a mountain, the town
minister and the town libertine work
together to add twenty feet to its
height.
Morgan the Goat (Colm
Meaney), the libertine, conspires to
prevent the surveyers from leaving.
He gets everyone to help out, by
sabotaging their car, spoiling their
travel attempts and using Betty (Tar a
Fitzgerald), a girlfriend of his, to
distract Hugh.

shows through. Working for the kind
of serious humor which Four Weddings managed so successfully, he
comes closer to the outright weirdness of Joe Versus the Volcano.

Predictably, the town is full of
oddballs and yet somehow manages
to accomplish its goal. Alqng the
way, we are treated to all sorts of
inspirational speeches and more
than a little outright silliness.
But accomplishment has its price,
and after tragedy strikes, the town is
downhearted but not defeated.
The biggest problem here is the
goofy mixture of comedy and pathos. It never seems to work because even when the characters
seem to be sincere, we're distracted
by simplistic humor.
Writer/director Christ<J\?her
Mongo tries to achieve a sort of
beautifully tragic farce, and the strain

PAGE 14

Tutors Needed for All Subjects
Call Houston Scholastic Services

666-9800

'Perestroika' succeeds with help of humor
R Y A N

SEE ENGLISHMAN,

Summer and Fall
Positions Available

ANGEL PART II

B Y

Hugh Grant doesn't do a bad job
at all. He just looks constantly bewildered, as if wondering why he's stuck
in thisfilm.Tara Fitzgerald and Colm

M I N O R

It's hard to be a sequel, especially if the original is as apocalyptic asMillenium, part one ofTony's
Kushner's Angels in America
(both parts are now in repertory
at the Alley Theatre). Not only is
there a formidable dramatic build-

up to answer, but the whole symbolism issue must be addressed.Why
did an angel come crashing through
Prior's (a gay man with AIDS) roof?
Why is he a prophet? And why is
Heaven "a city much like San
Franciso?"
The cohesive, Robert Altmanesque ways in which all these char-

Katya Walter

acters and ideas interact with each
other are amazing aspects of this
"coup de theatre." Equally amazing
is Kushner's ability to subsume all of
this under his philosophical tent.
These same idealistic pretensions
can, at times, be hard to swallow.
We're basically told that this (AIDS,
SEE ANGEL;

The author of Tao of Chaos
is welcomed for two separate events:

May 6, 1995

May 5, 1995

A workshop on the
relationship of mind a n d soul
10-5 $40.00 per person or $50 per couple

An in-store a p p e a r a n c e
and booksigning

PAGE 14

NED'S ATOMIC LUSTBIN
Do you ponder the mysteries of the universe?
How do the body and soul relate? Author
Katya Walter offers a unique insight into such
matters, showing the relationship between the
Chinese I-Ching and the genetic DNA code. In
her stunning book, Tao of Chaos, she
describes how the DNA spiral of our geneUc
code, the building blocks making up our very
being, functions through the same chaos patterns as the I-Ching. Walter is a prominent
philosopher from Austin, Texas who has studied at the Jung Institute in Zurich and has
taught at Jinan University of Canton.

Whitley wusses out; Ned's gets serious
B Y

M A R C

H L R S H

NED'S ATOMIC DUSTBIN
BRAINBLOOD

Ned's Atomic Dustbin (Work/
Furtive) hasn't been heard from in a
while, and the arrival of Brainblood
shows why: They've been busy

shooting themselves in the foot.
Worried about painting themselves
into a corner of maximum energy
rock, they shift gears and beg to be
taken seriously. Another potentially
great band blown to hell.
Brainblood abandons the heavyas-hell-because-we-got-two-bassplayers sounds they've mined for

PRE-LAW? PRE-PARE!
.'i Developed and refined for over 20 years by
former Law Professor Dr. Richard Maqpe.

their last two albums for a secondrate Jesus Jones imitation. Computers dominate the band, and it seems
like they're more interested in atmosphere than in good songs.
The band's new "serious" direction is the biggest problem, probably the root of all the others. Good
SEE BANDS.

BODY MIND & SOUL • 4386 Westheimer on Mid Lane • 993-0550
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PRESENT CARD FOR 10% DISCOUNT
(OUT

SHEEPSKIN

EXPERTLY framed

• Taught exclusively by practicing Texas
attorneys.
• Timed sets of practice questions and a
full-scale practice exam.
^DR. RICHARD^
MANNE'S

LSAT
REVIEW
COURSE

.

OF TEXAS

,

• Test taking and time management
techniques stressed.
• All sections of LSAT covered.
• Only $395 for 24 hours of intensive
preparation.

Call 524-5711 now. Space is limited.

0 a ELLHAUSEN'S
CUSTOM

FRAME & ART GALLERY, INC.

O V E R

HALF

A

C E N T U R Y

=

IN

H O U S T O N

Photo Frames

Fine Art Prints

2425 RICE BLVD. 524-7402

IN THE VILLAGE
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International Festival. 926-6368 for
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more Info.

simultaneously the mid-life crises of a

The Perpetual Park Party of the

Lee Blessing's Fortlnbraa, a comic

professor and the artist-wife who has

University of Houston will feature the

Manhattan By Numbers (1933) depicts

vision of life after Hamlet at Elslnore,

just left him. 7:30 p.m. at the Media

Ugly Americans, Carolyn Wonderland

man's struggle against a relentless

plays tonight and May 3-6 at Jones

Center,

and the Imperial Monkeys, Big Mello

environment In the story of a penniless

Theare, University of St. Thomas, 3810

general, $3.50

and

Student

New York journalist who gets

Yoakum. $5 general, $4 students.

students.

productions, games and vendors will

sidetracked Into a hunt for a missing

Tony

Express.

527-4853.

also be present. Begins 9 a.m. on the

writer-buddy. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.

Airbrush artist Rachel Hecker uses

field of Calhoun, opposite entrance 1.

tonight and Saturday at the Media

cartoons and pop culture to examine

743-5210. Free.

Center, 527-4853. $5 general, $4

advertising, power and sexuality; "The

Pico's

students.

Art Guys: Think Twice 1983-1995"

celebrates the two-

features the work of Houston artists

day "Cinco de Mayo"
festival

The Shepherd Symphony presents

F R I D A Y , MAY

Mex-Mex

Attlla, one of Verdi's most powerful

Michael Galbreth and Jack Massing.

Scandal,"

Sea

operas, performs at 7:30 p.m. tonight

Through June 18 and 25, respectively,

"Solamente in Tejas,"

Interludes from Peter Grimes" and

and May 3 , 6 , 9 and 12, with a 2 p.m.

at the Contemporary Arts Museum,

featuring the world's

Prokofiev's cantata, "Alexander

matinee on Sunday. At the Houston

5216 Montrose, 526-3129. Free.

Nevsky," featuring the Rice Chorale. 8

Grand Opera. Brown Theater, Wortham

p.m. in Stude Concert Hail, 527-4933.

Center. Smith and Texas downtown.

La Ronde, a comedy by Arthur

tequila) and music

$7 adults, $5 students.

227-ARTS.

Schnltzler about sex, Is performing 8

from

p.m. Fridays and Saturdays through

midnight, today .and

May 27. Curtains Theatre, 3722

Saturday.4527

Britten's

"Four

Fifty art-cars of the Orange Show will

Clarinetist Pete Fountain, "Mr. New

parade through town from 12 to 3

Orleans," performs an evening of

p.m., including Main Street and the

soulful traditional jazz and popular
music at 8 p.m. tonight and tomorrow,

be downtown Saturday at 1 p.m. Free;

7:30 p.m. Sunday. Jones Hall, 615

$3

Louisiana. 227-ARTS. $5student rush.

within

the

borders

of the

Maya
PAGE

out of the film for reasons of historical accuracy and time. For instance,
the story of the "calendar pyramid"
which shows the snake god on special days is missing, as well as the
story of the predecessor of lacrosse,
which was their major spectator
sport. Both were left out due to a
lack of consensus among researchers as to what exactly happened.
The colored city shown near the
end is just a mockup of a "typical
Maya town" at the height of the Maya
culture and one of several unexplained topics.
The Maya may have numbered
as high as 25 million, which would
have meant a population density simi-

12

they had highly organized spectator
sports. If this sounds like Rome, it
should.
The ancient Maya, the builders
of the pyramids and great cities, disappeared as a people between 900
and 1000 A.D., long before Europeans reached the New World. What
the Europeans found were the separated and culturally regressed tribes
of the Maya. What exactly caused
this fall remains the great mystery
of the Maya.
Traditional Maya themes are left

lar to modern India in the area controlled by the Maya. Each city was
independent; wars were common, if
not incessant, during the final years.
Researchers now think the collapse of the Maya was brought about
by one or a combination of overpopulation, warfare, ecological devastation, disease and crop failure.
There are no written records of the
fall, and due to the extreme complexity of the ancient Maya
heiroglyphs, only 85 percent of
which are understood, it may be another century before we have any
agreement.
The mystery of the Maya continues.

featuring

•«

JEWELRY,

MINERALS

&

FOSSILS

TREASURES OF THE EARTH
Celebrating Outdoor Life and Natural History
with Displays by Numerous Local Organizations

SATURDAY, MAY 13, 1995
9 AM - 6 PM

SUNDAY, MAY 14, 1995
10AM - 6 PM
GEORGE R. BROWN
SWAP AREA • DKAUMS

• DEMONSTKATMNS

PHO<;*AMS AND BOOK SIN.\INGS

CONVENTION
• EDUCAVONAL

CENTER

• HOUSTON,

TEXAS

DISPLAYS • DISPLAYS AND GAMES AT THE YOUTH SECTION'S BOOTH

BY LOCAL AUTHORS • SPECIAL ROOM OF BEAUTIFUL

B r i n g y o u r rocks, m i n e r a l s a n d fossils f o r

FLUORESCENT MINEHAIS

FREE i d e n t i f i c a t i o n

by e x p e r t s !

ADMISSION PRICES:
ADULTS

$5.00

SENIORS

$2.50

13-18

$4.00

YRS
YRS.

Southwest

Frwy), 942-9955. $5

>

all

bands.

FROM PAGE 12

CAM" will reach its culmination
when the Art Guys, having undergone 12 months of body conditioning, will stage an "unveiling" of themselves at the infamous LaBare.

Englishman
FROM PAGE 13

Meaney, both fine actors often relegated to background roles (Meaney
played the Irish boss of Boston in
Far and Away), provide some genuine laughs but are unable to rescue
the picture.
The failings of Englishman, which
is clearly an ambitious project, are
made more obvious by the few bright
spots. Mongo frames the story as a
remembrance, but develops it as offbeat comedy; the disjunction is annoying.
How are we to react to a film that
practically begs for tears right after

Angel
FROM PAGE 13

racism, Reaganism, etc.) too will
pass. The very end — when the actors directly address the audience
— teeters on an anodyne call for
universal bonhomie.
Yet Perestroika remains a deeply
moving experience, partly because
it's very funny. It's easier to accept
Kushner's metaphysical exegeses
(what a friend of mine calls "that

Bands
FROM PAGE 13

songs like 'Tour Only Joke" and
"...To Be Right" get bogged down in
the band's earnestness. And when it
takes more than a full minute for the
album's opener, the otherwise peppy
"All I Ask Of Myself Is That I Hold
Together," to finally start, patience
starts to give out from the very outset. Nowhere is there fun to be had.
CHRIS WHITLEY

$1.50

to

Lomltas (Kirby at

Art Guys

DIN

6-12

p.m.

each day for
Man Who Envied Women (1985),
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with

largest margarita
(1800

Washington Ave., 862-4548. $10.

$4.50
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Baber's "Overture to The School for

Texas Med Center. The full parade will

FROM

directed by Yvonne Rainer, depicts

OF ECSTASY

If I didn't want fun, I'd head in

Again, I wonder if all of this is
really "art."
But that question doesn't matter.
The Art Guys explain it perfectly in
"the Definition of Metaphysics by
Gustav Flaubert." Twelve suitcases
light up with different colors to reveal words: "One has no idea what it
is, but one laughs at it."
featuring lines like, "Maps are the
undergarments of a country. They
give shape and contour...."?
Mongo has an odd sense of humor; the epilogue is a parody of the
end of Schindler's List, with "real-life
participants" of his fictional story
posing before a monument. Everything is presented so strangely that
I had trouble figuring out when I
was supposed to be laughing.
The Englishman Who Went Up a
Hill But Came Down a Mountain is
a "British comedy with a long title
that manages to display art-house
ineptitude without destroying all of
Hugh Grant's appeal. If you worship
Grant, you'll see this anyway, but
otherwise, save your money.
angel bullshit") when they are followed by a good joke. Luckily, the
Alley's production has truncated
some extraneous dialogue from the
original script, with the end result
that the "angel bullshit,' by very virtue of its comparative brevity, becomes relevant in the process.
There are beautiful moments in
Perestroika,
s u c h as Ethel
Rosenberg's saying the Kaddish
over Roy Cohn's body, but saying
that these are the only ones is missing the point.
Chris Whitley's general direction.
His debut album, Living With The
Law, was a spookily beautiful update of rural blues and the outlaw
lifestyle.
But those days are gone since
Whitley wants to go grunge.
His latest, Din Of Ecstasy (Work),
grabs his voodoo rock and throws it
headlong into the '90s and ends up
damn near ruining the whole thing.
Feedback, distortion and a general
disregard for most things acoustic
throw a wrench in Whitley's plan,
which is to spook us into submission.
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You n o longer h a v e to place classified ads a n d wait by the phone.
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Computerized database of applicants
Work history verification
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Affordable rates

Call (713) 364-1725 for more information.
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Baseball vaults into first place with 11-game streak
by John Fredland
The baseball team can take a significant step towards its first-ever
Southwest Conference baseball
championship this weekend when it
travels to Lubbock to take on Texas
Tech University.
The task will be difficult.
The Owls (36-12 overall, 12-6 in
SWC), tied with Texas A&M University for first place in the SWC and
ranked 11th in the nation by Baseball America, face a potent foe in the
eighth-ranked Red Raiders (39-10,
10-7).
Rice, which enters the series
riding an 11-game winning streak,
will have to contend with a powerful
Texas Tech offense that is second in
the nation in batting with a .342 average.
Three Red Raider regulars —
Randy DuRoss, Jason Totman and
Clint Bryant—are batting in excess
of .400.
The Owls also will have to play in
a park that has given them trouble in
recent years. Rice has lost its last 12
games at Dan Law Field.
Rice and Texas Tech open the
series tonight at 7 p.m. and play a
doubleheader tomorrow at 2 p.m.
"I think that if we can win two out
of three games, we will win the conference," Head Coach Wayne Graham said. "We can survive not winning any, but, obviously, we will try
to win as many as we can. I think we
have the kind of team that can do it."
When the two teams met in the
First Pitch Tournament earlier in
the season, the Red Raiders trounced
the Owls 9-2.
The Texas Tech offense has enabled them to win a number of SWC
slugfests this season — a 26-17 decision over the University of Texas, a
15-9 triumph over the University of
Houston and a 13-6 victory over
Texas A&M.
The Owls feel that they will be
able to contain the Red Raider attack
and respond with some offense of
their own.
"You're just going to have to come
right at them with good stuff and a
lot of strikes, keep the ball down,
mix in a lot of breaking stuff," Owl
pitcher Dana Davis said. "If we can
do that, we will be just fine."
"They play under ideal hitting
conditions in Lubbock," Graham
said.
"I think we are every bit as good
a hitting team as Texas Tech. You
have ,to adjust your idea of what a
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Freshman Lance Berkman slides home to score a run against the TCU Horned Frogs last Saturday. Rice won the game 7-6 and swept the three-game series.

well-pitched game is at Lubbock. If pitched the first 3.2 innings and
you hold the other team to five runs, struck out five to pick up the victory.
you've done a gpod job—your team
Chris Boni led the Rice attack
is supposed to score more than five." with three hits, a run scored and a
Despite a lack of success in re- RBI. Jacques Landry drove in two
cent years at Lubbock, Graham runs.
thinks that this year's team has the
Mark Quinn and Jose Cruz Jr.
potential to reverse the trend.
extended their hitting streaks to 19
"The ball jumps a little better, the and 15 games, respectively.
air is lighter, and the ground tends
Quinn's double gave him 137 toto be hard, but good teams adjust to tal bases for the season, a team
the conditions," he said. "It's still record.
baseball, it's still played on a baseLance Berkman tallied his 19th
ball diamond. If we play right, we'll double of the season, equalling the
do fine."
team record set by Jay Knoblauh in
Rice holds tiebreaker advantages 1988.
over fellow contenders Texas and
The Owls also , broke the team
Texas A&M. The Owls will close record for hits in a season with 541.
their SWC schedule by hosting They are two away from season
Houston May 12-13.
records in runs (421) and home runs
Rice increased its winning streak
(55).
to 11 games with a 4-2 victory over
Rice moved into a first-place tie
Lamar University Tuesday in Beau- with Texas A&M by sweeping a
mont.
three-game series from TCU last
Chris Feris, apparently recovered weekend at Cameron Field.
from a mid-season shoulder injury,
The Owls swept a doubleheader

from the Horned Frogs, 7-6 and 5-2,
on Saturday to complete the series
sweep.
Tim McLaughlin was hit by a
pitch with the bases loaded to cap a
two-run seventh inning rally and give
Rice a 7-6 victory in the first game.
Rice took advantage of six Horned
Frog errors to score six unearned
runs.
Freshman Matt Anderson, who
entered the game in the middle of a
three-run TCU fifth inning and immediately balked in the go-ahead
run, improved his record to 9-1 by
pitching the final 2.2 innings.
In the nightcap, Davis pitched
Rice's first complete game of the
season to lead the Owls to a 5-2
victory.
Davis improved his record to 8-1
by striking out 12, the most for any
Owl pitcher since Darrell Richardson struck out 14 in 1992. He struck
out the side in both the first and
ninth innings.

With Rice trailing 2-0 in the sixth,
Boni led off the inning with a walk off
Flint Wallace.
Cruz then tied the game with his
14th home run of the season, which
tied his own mark last season and
Tim Vannaman in 1988 for the team
record.
Six batters later, Landry lined a
two-run single past the third
baseman to put the Owls ahead to
stay.
Rice opened the series by crushing the Horned Frogs 14-5 on April
21.

Cruz led a 16-hit attack by
homering in the first and eighth innings to break Knoblauh's career
record for home runs. Berkman
added another home run for the
Owls, who rolled to a 13-0 advantage.
Alle/i Brown became the first Rice
starter to win a conference game.
He pitched 7.1 innings and allowed
six hits.

Basketball, track teams pick up recruits Cruz tops Rice records
by Tony Tran
As the school year winds down,
the recruiting season has reached a
fevered pitch as the basketball teams
and women's track team received
commitments for next year.
The men's basketball team, fresh
off receiving word that it will probably receive two transfers next yeark
signed a third player to a national
letter-of-intent.
T J . Armstrong, a 6-5 forward
from Richmond, Va., will play for
Head Coach Willis Wilson next year.
' T J . is a very complete and very
unselfish player, but he has the
athleticism and understanding of the
game for our program to continue to
grow," Wilson said.
Armstrong led Fork Union Mili-

*

tary Academy to a 24-4 record last
season after pacing Meadowbrook
High School to the Virginia Class 3A
state championship in 1994.
"Fletcher Arritt, his prep school
coach at Fork Union, said he is the
best three-man [small forward] that
he has had in his 26 years at the
school," Wilson said.
Armstrong averaged 12 points
and six rebounds a game for Fork
Union after scoring 22 points per
game as a senior at Meadowbrook.
The women's basketball team
added three players during the
spring signing period to supplement
its single recruit during the fall.
The Owls signed Susan Koy, a 61 post player from Georgetown,
Texas, Debbie Williams, a 6-3 post
from Blinn Junior College and
Charonda Wilson, a 5-6 point guard

RICE THttliSHUlt
ATHLETICS

from Clear Lake High School.
In the fall, Rice signed Jennifer
Hamilton, a 6-3 post player from
Grand Rapids, Mich.
"I think all the players have a
chance to play next year with the
heavy graduation in the post area,"
said Head Coach Kristy McKinney.
"This year, we were stronger than
last year although our record didn't
show it. Next year, with the people
we have coming back and the new
people coming in, we'll be better."
The women's track team signed
five student-athletes for next year.
Kasonya Whiting finished fifth at
lastyear's 100-meter dash at the state
meet and was eighth in 1993.
Chaundra Frank, from Kingwood
High School, was state champion in
the high jump as a freshman and
runner-up in the 400 meters in 1994.
Fellow Mustang Alicia Warlick
finished seventh in state in the 300meter hurdles in 1994 and currently
has the second-best time among
Texas prep athletes.
Shaquandra Roberson, from
Baytown Lee High School, is a twotime champion at Texas state meets.
She won both the 800 and 1,500
meters last year.
Kari Vigerstol from Mt. Laurel,
N.J., was a state champion in the
1,500 as a sophomore and set the
New Jersey parochial state cross
country record earlier this year.

by John Fredland
Jose Cruz Jr. appears to be making the most of what may be the
final act of his baseball career at Rice.
Cruz spent last weekend's series against Texas Christian University securing his place in the Rice record book.
A two-run home run off Scott
Atchison in the first inning of
Friday's opener tied Cruz with
Jay Knoblauh for first place in
career homers with 39.
The deadlock lasted for seven
innings, when Cruz hit his 40th
with a solo s h o t off J a m e s
Worth am.
Cruz's second home run also
tied him with Knoblauh for first
place on the Rice RBI list with
185.
Cruz doubled in senior second baseman Chris Boni in the
first inning of the first game of
Saturday's doubleheader to take over first in that category.
Combined with games earlier in the week against Houston Baptist
University and Sam Houston State University, the weekend spree
gave Cruz a .500 batting average, four home runs and 17 RBI last
week.
These totals gave Cruz the designation as Southwest Conference
player of the week for the second time this season.
Cruz,'who assumed the Rice career record for batting average
earlier this season, is now poised to break the team record for home
runs in a season.
Henowhas 14, equalling his total last season andTimVannaman's
mark in 1988.
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Men's track team takes distant second to Longhorns
by Ben Glassman
The men's track team traveled to
Austin last weekend with high hopes
for the Southwest Conference outdoor championship, having captured
the indoor title earlier this year.
The team emerged with 96 points
and a second-place finish behind the
University ofTexas' 157.TexasA&M
University took third place with 91
points, and Baylor University finished fourth with 83.
Three seniors captured conference championships: Cliff Alexander
in the 400-meter hurdles, Ivory
Angello in the triple j u m p and
Kareem Streete-Thompson in the
long jump.
Texas jumped out to a big lead,
scoring heavily in the pole vault and
javelin. After five events, it already
had 60 points.
Alexander said, "After the first
day I think everyone realized that
we were in a battle for second place."
"It was a great meet," said Head
Coach Steve Straub.
"We couldn't have gotten first. It
was pretty apparent after the first
day although we still felt that we had
an outside, remote chance, but Texas
came out and did well in some events
the second day."
T h e second-place finish was
Rice's best showing at the outdoor
championship since 1972.
Before any events had taken
place, the meet got off to a bad start
for the Owls when junior all-American Chris Jones decided in mutual
agreement with the coaches to leave
the team.
T h e record holder in the 400
meters and the anchor on the 4x400meter relay, Jones' relationship with
the coaches had soured lately.
"Player-coach r e l a t i o n s j u s t
weren't very good," said Jones.
"A lot of the stuff Straub does
with players I just don't agree with,
so I felt like leaving the team was the
right decision for me at this time."
"He's gone," Straub said of Jones.
"We basically had an agreement to
disagree. He didn't want to conform
to the rules of this program, and we

can't have the tail wag the dog, so
he's decided to transfer."
Jones is not certain where he'll
go but, he said, "if I had to put my
finger on any place right now, it
would probably be [Louisiana State
University]."
His former teammates differed
on their assessments of his loss.
"I thought that it distracted the
team," said Alexander. "Obviously,
we all wish Chris could have been
there — he's a big part of our team."

'After the first day I
think everyone realized
that we were in a battle
for second place.'
— Cliff Alexander
400-meter hurdles champion
"Of course it would've been nice
to have him in a few events," said
senior Richard Toves. "But it didn't
really distract us. Everyone just concentrated on their own events."
Things didn't look up upon the
Owls' arrival in Austin as a cold rain
and turbulent winds made conditions
less than ideal.
"The weather was terrible," long
jumper Kareem Streete-Thompson
said. "Wind was swirling all around.
Halfway down the runway a tailwind
would become a headwind, so it was
difficult to judge my approach."
After three rounds he had jumped
25-3. But in the sixth round Richard
Duncan of Texas jumped 25-10.25 to
take the lead, and Streete-Thompson had one attempt remaining.
"Duncan's jump put me on the
hot seat," Streete-Thompson said. "I
wouldn't say that I was nervous. I
figured I would just need a mistakefree approach."
Fortunately, the rain had stopped
by the finals, and by his final attempt, the runway had dried a little.
Streete-Thompson sailed 26-6.5
to the conference title.
"I had been in that situation several times in Europe jumping against

Mike [Powell]," he said. "One of my
goals this year was to be able to
come back from behind, and I was
glad that I was able to do that."
The Owls picked up a total of 12
points in the long jump, thanks to
Derras Wilmington's fifth-place.
Wilmington also scored for the
Owls with his fifth-place finish in the
110-meter hurdles. He had not even
been ranked in the top 10 going into
the event.
Alexander set off fireworks in the
400-meter hurdles, which he won in
a blazing 49.94 despite the poor
weather conditions.
It was the third consecutive time
that he had set a personal best in
that event. The time automatically
qualified him for the NCAAs.
"I was happy with the way I ran,"
said Alexander. "The prelim day was
overcast, and the finals day was still
very windy, and no one likes to run
in the wind."
Toves also battled the weather
successfully, earning eight points
with his second-place finish in the
3,000-meter steeplechase. Toves'
time of 9:15.73 was a personal best.
"It was a difficult race; running
into the wind, I had to run even
faster to get that time," said Toves.
"I was happy to end my career by
achieving the goal I had set for myself of getting first or second at conference."
More than halfway through the
meet, Rice entered the 100-meter
dash in fourth place behind Texas,
Texas A&M and Baylor.
The team scored 14 points as
Streete-Thompson took second in
10.18 and Bryan Bronson third in
10.20. Donovan Powell of Texas
Christian University won in 10.07.
"It was the fastest time I'd ever
run," said Streete-Thompson, whose
time, though wind-assisted, qualified him automatically for the
NCAAs.
Angello then successfully defended his triple jump title, winning
with a leap of 52-9.5. The Owls passed
Baylor with his 10 points.
Disaster struck in the 800 meters
when Brian Klein, the favorite going
into the event, failed to finish.

Unfortunately, our
competitor is struggling
with this simple test:
O

True

O

False

Now we're not saying anyone's lying, you understand.
It's just The Princeton Review can't seem to figure out exactly what's
true. Their advertised average LSAT score improvement dropped from
"10+ points" in 1993 to 7.5 last year. Now an arbitration panel has
ruled that their "study" really only supported an average improvement
of 6.9 points. That same arbitration panel ruled similarly for their
MCAT, GRE and GMAT studies.
In fact, Princeton Review has been forced to abandon or lower every
score ciaim that has ever been legally challenged and resolved.
It's no wonder more than twice as many students take Kaplan,
the acknowledged leader in LSAT, MCAT, GMAT and GRE preparation.
Our expert instructors know the tests inside out, so they can help
you get your highest possible score. And our score improvements are
backed by rock-solid Price Waterhouse studies.
Honest.
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Before you take your test, call for our free brochure
The Truth About Test Preparation Companies.

After running very close for several s t r i d e s with T e x a s T e c h
University's Don Koontz, Klein was
knocked down by an elbow in the
chest from Koontz, knocking him
out of the race.
"Brian should have four SWC
championships under his belt by

7 thought our team
really showed its
character this weekend.'
— Kareem Streete-Thompson
SWC long jump champion
now," said Assistant Coach Ray
Davidson, "and he only has one."
The collision also disrupted the
race for freshman Andrew Burrow,
competing in the 800 for the first
time all year. Burrow finished a
strong third in 1:50.77 to salvage the
event.
The Owls then turned on the heat
with Alexander's win in the 400.
Bronson followed with a secondplace time of 20.61 in the 200 meters,
despite having injured his leg earlier in the 100.
Sophomore Kodili Odimgbe took
third in the shot put with a throw of
53-11.75 to pull Rice to within one
point of second-place Texas A&M.
T h e one point differential re-

mained going into the final event,
the 4x400-meter relay. Burrow,
Alexander, Quinton Milner and Klein
ran 3:09.04 to edge TCU, Texas and
Texas A&M. taking second place in
the event behind Baylor and securing the second place finish overall.
"I thought our team really showed
its character this weekend," said
Streete-Thompson.
"In addition to Chris Jones' absence, Brian Klein fell and the 4x100
team was disqualified [for handing
off out of the zone]. I was proud of
the way we pulled together."
T h e Owls will next head to Philadelphia for the Penn Relays where
they will get the chance to compete
against the best teams from areas
outside the West and Southwest.
Many of the SWC teams will be
participating at the .Drake Relays.
"Our kids prefer Penn," Straub said,
"and it's better for recruiting because
there are more athletes in the Philadelphia area."
"The end of classes really begins
another season for us," said Straub.
"We've got six weeks until the
NCAAs. We've already got several
people qualified, but three or four
guys need to be in the right meet at
the right time; we need to get Klein
and Burrow into a fast 800, and Kopp
will have to jump a little higher."
With the team agreeing that all
problems are behind it, the summer
looks bright for the Owls.

Women's track falls short
of Texas at conference
by David Gordon
At last weekend's Southwest Conference outdoor championship, the
women's track team finished tied
with Southern Methodist University
for second place.
It finished with 110 points, only
12 points behind the University of
Texas.
The meet was marked by tough
running conditions. T h e temperature dropped into the 40's, and there
was a stiff breeze.
"I was very proud of our team,"
said Head Coach Victor Lopez. "It
was one of the best showings we
have ever had."
Senior Riva Rahl returned from a
season-long injury to compete in her
final collegiate meet.

71 was also frustrating
knowing that the door
was wide open.'
— Riva Rahl
Senior distance runner
"The meet was good because we
were at a weak point and-only lost by
12," she said. "But it was also frustrating knowing that the door was
wide open. This should give the team
more confidence going into next
year."
Four individuals claimed SWC
championships.
Andrea Blackett claimed her first
SWC title with a victory in the 400
hurdles with a time of 1:00.22.
The team can claim the best pair
of triple jumpers in the conference.
Sophomore Cherita Howard took the
title with a jump of 40-4.25. Fellow
sophomore Rosita Hogan followed
with a season best mark of 39-3.25.
Howard also placed third in the
long jump with a 19-4.75.
Candace Lessmeister claimed the
team's third SWC title with a victory
in the 1,500 meters with a time of
4:34.89. Lessmeister also placed second in the 800 meters and fifth in the
5,000 meters.
Valerie Tulloch claimed t h e
team's last conference title. Her javelin throw of 184-8 bested Windy
Dean of SMU by 10 feet.
The team was hurt by the loss of

s p r i n t e r s Vonda Ne w h o u s e and
Dionne Wright.
Newhouse has been out for two
weeks with a hip-flexor injury, and
Wright was pulled out of the competition by Lopez because of muscle
cramps.
"I think with them (Newhouse
and Wright) healthy, we could have
been closer, to Texas or even overtaken them," Lopez said.
T h e 4x100 team ofTaNisha Mills,
Blackett, Melissa Straker and Wright
finished fourth with a time of 45.87.
The 4x400 team of Mills, Blackett,
Holly Welch and Straker took third
with a time of 3:43.57.
Stacy Swank turned in two second-place finishes with a 9:59.24 in
the 3,000 meters and a 17:16.81 in
the 5,000 meters.
"It was my best race all year,"
said Swank. "The weather did slow
us down a little bit. We all did the
best we could and took a step in the
right direction."
Mills claimed two third-place finishes with a 11.65 in the 100 meters
and a 24.09 in the, 200 meters.
Over the course of the season the
team has had one automatic qualifier and 11 provisional qualifiers for
the NCAA outdoor championships.
Valerie Tulloch has the best javelin throw in the nation this year and
will represent Rice at the NCAA
meet.
T h e provisonal qualifiers are
Blackett (400 hurdles), Howard
(triple jump), L e s s m e i s t e r (800
meters), Mills (100 and 200 meters),
Newhouse (200 meters), Straker
(200 meters), Wright (100 and 200
meters), the 4x100 team and the
4x400 team.
T h e team hopes to add several
more qualifiers in its upcoming
meets.
Mills is only .16 seconds from a
provisional qualification in the 400
meters. Lessmeister has a time of
4:26.01 in the 1,500 meters, just .01
seconds slow of a provisional qualification. Howard is just 1.75 inches
short of a provisional qualification in
the long jump.
T h e team will take a week off for
final exams and then travels to Arlington on May 6 to participate in the
University o f T e x a s at Arlington relays.
NCAA championships will be
held in Knoxville, Tenn., from May
31-June 3.
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HEAD TO HEAD
The Winners of the 1995 First Annual Penguin Awards

Tony and Kenny grab some suds after putting out the Pub fire.

This week's guest on Head to Head
Is Pub guru, cheerleadlng god and
Brown Mech E. Kenny Yates.

Tony Tran v)s. Kenny Yates

• Baseball — Jose Cruz Jr.
Basketball — Adam Peakes
• Cross country — Candace Lessmeister
Football — Chris Cooley
Golf — David Lawrence, Drew Scott (tie)
Swimming — Ginny Farmer
Tennis — Paula Myslivecek
Track — Kareem Streete-Thompson
Volleyball — Sammy Waldron
Freshman — Archie Myers
Newcomer — Patrick Hallmark
Outstanding performance — Kodili Odgimbe's shot put at the SWC
Indoor Championships
Team — Men's track and field
Female athlete — Candace Lessmeister
Male athlete — Kareem Streete-Thompson
• Indicates

a unamlnous selection

No. 11 Rice at No. 8 Texas Tech (baseball)
It's showdown time in the
SWC, and Rice is the stronger team. Tech might lift
weights to pump up, but we
throw tables and kegs over
Sid. Rice wins the first two
games 55-7 and 24-17. In
a pitcher's duel, Rice wins
the last one n to 3.

It's real simple — Number
one vs. Number three. With
the strength of the Rice team
— hell, they can throw over
Sid — the Owls pitch their
first two no-hltters of the
season as they sweep Tech.
Jose Cruz doesn't get a hit,
but he walks every at-bat.

HEULTH CONSCIOUS HEN NEEDED
IF Y O U ARE BETWEEN 18 A N D 3 5
A N D W O U L D LIKE T O E A R N E X T R A

M O N E Y WHILE HELPING* INFERTILE

Houston Rockets vs. Utah Jazz
The defending champs have
been battling injuries all
year, but it's the real season now. Still, there's no
way that the UH Rockets
can advance without a real
powerforward. Jazz will roll
in four games.
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COUPLES, GIVE US A C A L L ,

It's really hard to win playing
with a backup's backup's
backups. Olajuwon has a hell
of a series and Drexler makes
the trade appear worth It,
but YooHoo 2 falls very, very
short, losing three games to
one. Sorry mom.

FAIRFAX CRYOBfiNK 799-9937

Chicago Bulls vs. Charlotte Hornets
I just want to say that I can
beat Michael Jordan oneon-one. At least, in my
dreams. Then again, I'm
married to Kathy Ireland in
my dreams. Even though
Larry Johnson has that gold
tooth, Jordan, Pippen and
Kukoc are money. Chicago
takes out Charlotte in five.

PIZZA

Jordan gets off his probation
where he is forced to play
with one hand tied behind his
back. He leads the Bulls to a
quick and easy sweep over
the Hornets. Pippen refuses
to leave the bench the last
two games and must have
his pacifier surgically removed.

Michol McMlllian vs. Amanda Kallstrom

Deftiwiw

This is I tough one to call I have to weigh my words
because both of them are carefully. Very carefully. I'll
from Lovett, which inher- Just have to scale down my
ently sucks. They're both comments and do a few short
good cheerleaders, but any- lines. Michol does have more
one who is involved with bounce and blondes are more
the anal RPC sucks. Not to fun, but then again, youth Is
mention, I have to work such a good thing. My back
with Michol next year un- says Michol, but my wrists
der SAC, so Michol and say Amanda. But ultimately,
Oklahoma get my vote.
my hands say Amanda.
,f

s Pub VS.
Somehow, the sound of
"Rec Night* isn't as cool as
T u b Night." Sure, the
dance floor makes for prime
grinding opportunities. But
nothing can compare to
leaning against the bar, surveying the scene as everyone appears cuter and cuter
as the beers mount and the
goggles come on — even
Libby and Mercedes*

2-2

432-7272 (PAPA)
RICE UNIVERSITY FINALS SPECIAL!

's Rec Room
Why the hell would you walk
to the Student Center to pay
for pool and foozball? Let's
remember the second law of
Rice — Beer Is good. (First
law — Rice people really are
good-looking.) If the Rec
Room goes In, let's Just go to
Dr. Bob's to get beer. Beer
pulls ahead of foozball and
Willy's Pub is Willy's Pub or
I'm transferring to Kay's.

SPECIAL PRICE
(3

04

o

O

2 LARGE ONE TOPPING PIZZAS FOR $10.00 FOR 10 DAYS!

SPECIAL HOURS

Guest

11:00 AM - 1:00 AM WEEKDAYS
11:00 AM-2:00 AM WEEKENDS

0-4

Next time on Head to Head:
Foreign correspondents Dave, Dave,
Dwtght and Jay go to Oklahoma City or
somewhere unknown.

Pizza..

5814 KIRBY DRIVE

Last week:
Tony

71te P&rfat

•

ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS EXTRA

•

O F F E R E X P I R E S MAY 7, 1995

•

N O T VALID W I T H O T H E R C O U P O N S

•

LIMITED DELIVERY AREA
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Golf heads to regionals Women's tennis takes third place
by Angela Arnold

by Grant Flowers
For the first time in three years, the golf team has qualified for
post-season play. The team went into the Southwest Conference
men's golf championships, held on Apr. 23-25, already assured of a
spot in the regional tournament to be held in late May.
That may have made the team complacent as it had a disappointing
tournament. The Owls shot a combined 911, good for sixth place, but
far behind the first-place University of Texas' total of 873.
The victory gave the nationally-ranked Longhorns their seventh
straight SWC title. Texas A&M University finished second followed
by Texas Christian Univeristy in third.
Junior David Lawrence led the five-member Rice contingent with
a three-round total of 221, six strokes behind champion Anthony
Rodriguez of Texas A&M. Lawrence's total earned him I3th place in
the tourney.
"I was really happy with the way I played," said Lawrence. "I
thought I played well enough to win, but I didn't make a lot of putts
that I could have made."
"We didn't play steady at all," sophomore Drew Scott said. "We
were kind of disappointed."
The poor outing came on a course that the Owls often play — Old
Orchard Golf Club in Richmond. The "home course" advantage never
came about and was perhaps illusory, according to Scott.
"We do play the course quite a bit," said Scott. "When you get into
a tournament situation, it's like the course is brand new and each
round is a new round. We just didn't play to our capabilities."
Nevertheless, the Owls move on to the regional tournament, to be
held May 18-20 at a course in Conroe. Rice's last appearance in the
regional tournament came in 1992.
"Our goal this year was to make it back to regionals," said
Lawrence. "From there, we'd like to get to nationals and win there.
And right now we can still do that."
"We've only played the regional course a few times, but in the past,
we have played the course well," said Scott.
Lawrence said that one of the reasons he chose to attend Rice was
because of the team's frequent appearance in regional and national
tournaments.
"I've never been to the regionals, so I think it's going to be a great
experience," he said. "It feels good what we've accomplished so far,
and it's a big step for the program. Now we just have to get to
nationals."

SHIPPING i ^ F A X

U

COPIES

M

STAMPS

The women's tennis team finished off its season with a close semifinal loss to Texas A&M University
in the Southwest Conference tournament last weekend in College Station.
Before tournament play began,
the Owls completed three dual
matches with Baylor which had been
cancelled due to rain earlier in the
season.
The makeup games would decide which team would take the third
and fourth seeds in the tournament.
Rice and Baylor were tied 3-3 coming into Thursday's play.
The duo of sophomore Paula
Myslivecek and senior Antonette
Veloso proved unsuccessful in their
first-round match against Baylor.
The second seed tandem of freshman Vessie Ivanova and freshman
Amber Basica won by default.
The third pair, junior Olga Limon
and sophomore Jessica Gagnon,
took the third match to give the
team a 5-4 victory.
In addition to claiming the third
seed, the victory gave the Owls a
second-place tie with A&M in the
final conference standings.
The results of the conference
tournament unfortunately were identical to last year.
The team triumphed over Texas
Christian University in the first
round only to be beaten 5-3 by A&M
in the semi-finals.
In the match against TCU, the
Owls scored the first point Of the day
when Myslivecek defeated first seed
Deirdre Walsh in three sets.
Rice's third and fourth seeds did
not fare as well. Basica lost a torturous three-set match 6-3, 6-7, 6-2 to
Annika Kjellgren while Ivanova fell
6-0, 6-3 to Asa Norinder.
Rice recovered with wins from
Limon and Gagnon.

Limon defeated fifth seed Alena
Cano 6-3,64, and Gagnon beat sixth
seed Charlotte Burgess 7-6,7-5, giving the Owls a one-point lead.
Then, in what could have been
the final game of her collegiate career, senior Antonette Veloso won
in three tight sets from second seed
Coryn Wilken 4-6, 7-5, 6-0.
The 29th-ranked doubles team in
the nation, Veloso and Myslivecek,
took down the duo of Cano and Walsh
64, 6-4 to give the team the win.

7 can't remember a
match where we dug so
deep for the win.'
— Paul Blankenship
Head Coach
"I can't remember a match where
we dug so deep for the win," said
Head Coach Paul Blankenship.
"My hat goes off to senior
Antonette Veloso. She came up big
in both our key matches. Her singles
match put us up 4-2, and her doubles
match clinched the dual match."
Veloso's singles win was the 62nd
of her career, making her the ninthwinningest singles player in Rice
history.
A-less-than-healthy women's
team faced the Lady Aggies in the
semifinals of the tournament.
Senior Jackie Brown had been
out since late March with chronic
hip and back injuries, but an unexpected loss came when Basica had
to be replaced by freshman Erin
Talton because of a prolonged case
of mononucleosis.
The day started off slowly with a
three-set Myslivecek loss to A&M
top seed Nancy Dingwall.
In the second spot .Veloso evened
the score, defeating Lonna Logan

7-5, 6-1.
Ivanova fell in three sets to third
seed Wilson Pate 6-2, 4-6,6-0.
Limon and Gagnon won their
matches with scores of 6-3,6-2 and 6
2, 6-2, respectively.
To finish off the singles matches,
freshman Erin Talton made her first
SWC appearance, losing 62, 7-5 to
Julie Beahm.
With the match tied at 3-3 on the
day, A&M stepped up to dominate
the doubles. At first doubles,
Dingwall and Pate defeated
Myslivecek and Veloso 6-3, 6-2.
In the deciding match, an inexperienced Rice duo of Ivanova and
Talton fell 7-5, 6-4 to the combo of
Beahm and Rebolledo.
In the final match of the SWC
championship, the Aggies were defeated 5-0 by the highly-favored University of Texas.
With the tournament over, the
women's tennis team finished the
season 6 3 in conference and 14-5
overall, giving Coach Blankenship
his seventh-straight winning season.
Overall, it was a successful season for the Owls. Starting on the
Owls' first day of play, when they
upset 19th-ranked University of California at Santa Barbara, the team
showed that it could compete with
the best teams in the nation.
Over the course of the season,
the women earned a ranking of 33rd
in the nation. They took second place
at the Arizona Invitational and the
Lady Lobo Classic and won the
Tulane Invitational.
The success might not be over
just yet for the Owls. The 29th-ranked
duo of Myslivecek and Veloso may
compete in the NCAA finals' in
Malibu, Cali.
Despite the loss of seniors Veloso
and Brown, the women should be
strong again next year with two accomplished recruits from the Houston area coming in to take the vacated spots.

IFIT
Men's tennis loses in the first round
DOESN'T FIT

taking the doubles point.
The team hoped that the rematch
The first doubles team of juniors would now turn out differently.
Jon Elsberry and Shaheen Ladhani
That confidence quickly subsided
took the first match, 8-2.
as the team managed only one more
The third doubles pair of sopho- point.
more Rico Jacober and1 freshman
That point was earned by
Naisohn Arfai closed out the doubles Elsberry at first singles. He pulled
point with an 8-4 win to clinch the out a 7-5, 6-4 victory over SMU's
opening point.
Freddy Hanser.
The second doubles team of
At second singles, Jacober fell 1sophomore Ben Pritchett and fresh- 6, 0-6, and at third singles, Ladhani
man Darin Mast conceded the third dropped a 3-6, 3-6 match. "
match, 4-8.
\
Both freshman 1 Shane Stone at
In its previous match against I fourth singles and senior Nick
SMU, the team failed to take the Lorenzini at fifth singles lost only
doubles point and lost the match 5-4 after second set tie-breakers.
because of that mistake.
SEE TENNIS PAGE 19

by Bill Van Vooren

The men's tennis team fell to the
Southern Methodist University Mustangs in the first round of the Southwest Conference tournament.
The Owls had gone into this
match with confidence after a big
win at Texas Tech University.
"We had a tough season, but we
all felt towards the end that we had a
few things workingfor us,"said Head
Coach Larry Turville.
"Going in, we were feeling pretty
good."
The team opened the match by

SMITH
& ASSOCIATES

SHIP H

Member

Whether heading home from college or away on
vacation. Mail Boxes F.tc. will get your things there
safer, faster and all in one piece. We'll even pack your
boxes for you!

UPS Authorized Shipping Outlet

MAIL BCKES ETC.

MBE

Locator, Address,
Phone, Fax, Hours

of The Smith Electronics

Group

Smith & Associates, an clcven-ycar-old Houston-based firm, is seeking to hire a full time application
developer in our MIS Department
Our eighty person firm specializes in the trading of semiconductors in the international market. In
1994. Smith & Associates had revenues of $ 147 million and was ranked twenty-third among Houston's
top 100 fastest growing firms
As an application developer in our MIS Department, applicants would be utilizing RS/6000, AIX,
Oraclc Case 5 1 and Oracle Forms 4.0. Primary responsibilities will be developing custom applicat i o n s ' ^ be used internally as well as other projects that may include networking, tuning and XWindows Candidates should have a Bachelor's degree with a major in Computer Science, Physics
or Math.
%
Smith & Associates has a casual yet challenging environment and offers a competitive salary and
excellent benefits that includc health, dental and 40IK. Interested applicants should contact Kathy
Staudt at 713/335-0926 or fax a resume to 713/333-0736.
&-•

WORLD CLASS. WORLD FAST.
(0 1992 Mail B o x e s Etc

Mnchifies Independently O w n e d & Ooerated

PACKING
SUPPLIES

H

MAILBOXES

OVERNIGHT

9
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SPOR TS NOTEBOOK
Club volleyball takes fifth
The men's club volleyball A team
finished off its season with excellent
finishes in both the Southern Intercollegiate Volleyball Association
(SIVA) conference championships
and the national collegiate club volleyball championships.
On April 8, the team hosted the
SIVA conference championships.
In its first match, the team defeated Stephen F. Austin State University by a score of 10-15,15-8,1510.15-2.
In the finals, the team faced the
top seed and regular season champion University of Texas.
The Owls lost the match 14-16,515.16-14, 8-15.
"We avenged last week's loss to
SFA and played well despite missing
both starting middle hitters in the
finals," said P r e s i d e n t Gary
Patterson. "We're ready for nationals."
The team sent seven players to
compete in the national collegiate
club volleyball championships from
April 12-15 in Minneapolis.
It started pool play as the top

Q

seed in its pool and fourth in the
entire 44-team tournament.
In its first match, the team defeated Lehigh University in game
one by a score of 15-11,3-15,15-13.
In its second match, the team
defeated Johns Hopkins University
15-2,15-10.
In its final match of pool play, the
team faced the second seed, St.
John's University.
Rice defeated the Redmen 15-10,
15-7.
With the win, the team retained
first place in its pool, and advanced
to the second day of playoffs.
T h e team quickly d e f e a t e d
Bellevue Community College, by a
score of 15-5,15-9.
In its second match of the day,
the team defeated the University of
Maryland at Baltimore County 15-3,
15-12.
On the final day of competition,
the Owls first faced 12th-seeded
Eckerd College.
The team shut down Eckerd's
best players en route to a 15-11,1512 win.
It advanced to the quarterfinals

Tennis

to face the undefeated University of
Wisconsin at Whitewater.
The Owls surrendered a 11-9 lead
in the first game and lost 11-15. Rice
came back to take game two by a
score of 15-7 and forced a deciding
third game.
The team was unable to maintain
its momentum in the third game,
losing 9-15.
Rice finished the tournament in
fifth place overall.
While the loss was disappointing, the second place finish in the
conference championships and fifth
place at nationals were the teams'
best finishes ever.

Cycling finishes in top 15
The Rice University Cycling
Team had excellent results in the
stage race it hosted this past weekend.
Physics graduate student Bruce
Johnson won the men's "C" road
race held Saturday morning and took
a top-15 finish in the criterium held
on campus Sunday morning to finish in fifth place for the weekend.
Freshman Eleanor Wilkinson and

senior Kris Hardy dominated the
women's "B" races, taking first and
second place, respectively.
Brown College's Dave Kuhlken
earned himself third place in the
men's "B" category.
The men's "A" road race on Saturday was stopped early due to a
standoff between an armed man and
police on the race course.
Eventually, the man shot himself
in the foot and was removed from
the course in an ambulance.
That race was decided by twokilometer sprints, in which Baker
College's Adam Czelusta took third
and Will Letendre of Brown took
fifth.
Czelusta took fourth place in the
criterium held Sunday to take fourth
place overall in the men's "A" category, increasing his chances of attending nationals.

Crystal Copas cancelled
The Crystal Copas soccer game,
scheduled for Wed., April 26, has
been postponed.
The match, which was to have
taken place between the Racing Club

ofArgentina and CruzAzul of Mexico
in the second leg of a three-game
tour through Rice Stadium, will not
be played due to international difficulties.
The problems arose because the
Racing Club's coach, ex-World Cup
star Diego Maradona, was unable to
procure a visa to allow him to enter
the United States.
The game will be rescheduled
after Sept. 3, when he will be able to
get one.

Intramural BBQ set
T h e barbeque dinner for all intramural (not college) champions will
take place this Sun., April 30.
For more information, contact
Lisa Widner at 285-5398.

UH conference named
The University of Houston, which
did not join either the Big 12 or
Western Athletic Conference, finally
has a home with a name.
T h e conference the Cougars
joined was finally named on Wednesday. It will be called the Conference
USA

CLASS OF 1995 SCHOLARSHIP

FROM PAGE 18

Stone lost 3-6,6-7, and Lorenzini
yielded the final match 4-6,6-7.
The sixth singles match was not
completed because its outcome
would have no effect on the match
results.
"In our last match against SMU,
we couldn't quite take the doubles
point, and that cost us the match,"
said Turville.
"When we opened this one up by
taking the doubles point, I was sure
that we could take it."
SMU Head Coach Carl Neufeld
had similar thoughts and breathed a
sigh of relief after the match was
over.
"If someone had told me that we
would win this match after losing
the doubles point, I might not have
believed them," he said. "We were
fortunate to pull it out."
The team ended the season with
a 3-14 record.
Texas Christian University became the eventual conference champion, upsetting top-seed and fifthranked University of Texas 4-3 in
the finals.
Texas and TCU split the singles
matches, but the Horned Frogs captured two of three doubles matches
to take the decisive doubles point
and to capture the title.
Both Texas and TCU will represent the SWC in NCAA regional competition.

HOUSTON'S ORIGINAL
since 1973.
98 of the
world's finest

coffees are
roasted here in

Houston by our
staff in carefully handtended batches. Getting the

perfect roast is a
combination of experience and
our commitment to offer only
the very best to you every day.

Frequent buyer card now
available- stop by for a card and
a sample of freshly brewed
excellence.

$

«
l-ICUSIs
COFFI5IS

MEANS
2 5 2 0 Rice Blvd

524-0057

The senior class has raised over $2,000 for their Senior Appreciation Program.
This enables them to offer two stipends to deserving students of the class of '96.
The following ^are to be commended for their generosity:
Matthew David Allen
Rebecca Elisa Almaguer
Jennifer Ann Alvarez
Kathryn Diane Archuleta
Antroy Alfonso Arreola
James Robert Arteaga
Dana Lee Baker
David Richard Barnes-Seeman
Shekkola Nicole Barnett
James Bass
Adrienne Lynn Baugh
Emily Bellavance
Micah Word Bennett
Michael Seth Bogaisky
David Christopher Boles
Christopher Paul Boni
Dwight Reid Booher
Steven Everett Bourland
David Andrew Brain
Kerry Elizabeth Brandt
Scott Alan Brasher
Fawn Maureen Burns
Eugene Yoonsug Byon
Daniel Castro
Stephanie Elizabeth Cecere
John Matthew Chance
Annie Chong Hua Chang
Amy Carol Chapman
Aaron Edward Chen
Easting Yu-ting Chen
Dennis Marie Cho
Sei Hee Chong
Lawrence Wei-Chih Chou
Janice Ko-Ying Chow
Steven Jay Clancy
Hunter Garth Close
Melissa Amy Cole
Samuel Bernard Cole
Joel Henderson Collier
Kolis Eldrik Crier
Paul Nathan Crocker
Anneliese Tylene Davis
John Guillermo De Morris
Marie Thomas DeMoss
Nathan Ward Denney
Robert Benjamin Dickinson
Noah David Dowd
Matthew Dumm
Michael Duncan
Mustafa Ebrahim
David Harley Edelman
Stefanie Franziska Eichhorn
Jonathan Patrick Eiders
Sean Patrick Elliott
Andrew George Ellis
Daron Gareth Evans
Terzah Kelly Ewing
Joanna Ruth Fair
Jennifer Sunny Fawcett
Amy Marie Ferguson
Jill Ellen Ferguson
Kristin Marcella Field
Stephen Elliot Fineman
Julie Anne Fisher

Steven Chase Fleming
Thomas Carter Fowlkes
Kathleen Margaret Friel
Nelson Lee Fu
Michael Ray Fuentes
Mary Terese Gabriel
Susan Elizabeth Galloway
Theresa Lynn Martinez Garza
Jefferson Arthur Gaskin
Ajit Kurian George
Bradley Thomas Gibson
Todd Charles Giese
Marshall Kenneth Gramm
Alan Homer Green
Steven Michael Gutheinz
Pamela Ruth Havlen
Jose Enrique Hernandez
Veronica Hernandez
Rebecca Lee Hindman
Eric Dean Honeyman
Kevin Earl Hudenko
Sarah Sue Hughes
Kimberly Anise Hunter
Lan Thi Huynh
Phuong Trang Thi Huynh
Jun Ishii
Bethany A1 en#'Jacobs
Sherena Renee Jacobs
Clara Elisabeth Jaeckei
Andrea Johnson
John Patrick Johnson
Keith Edward Johnson
Bryan Allen Jones
Courtney Lynn Jones
Dalila Jones
Peter Yijoon Jung
Frederick Jeffrey Karem
Nikkola Erin Karlsson
Susan Cornelia Kaydos
Stephanie Coralyn Keyes
Sonia Inhye Kim
Robert William Kimbro
Arnaud Maxime Klineberg
Richard Michael Koehl
John Koshy
Hamide Koyuncuoglu
David Lawrence Kuhlken
Shirley Hsiang-Ling Kung
Judy Moon Kwon
Wilbur Aaron Lam
Brian Donald Langa
Robert Matthew Lavinsky
Amy Elizabeth Lawson
Anne Thi Le
Michelle Anne Le Roux
John Tsung-Zone Lee
Thomas Sean Lendvay
Andrea Marie Lessani
Candace Elaine Lessmeister
Erica Mindy Levine
Patricia Edna Lin
Karen Michele Loti
Martin Anthony Makulski
Brian Edward Manthos

Michelle Janette Marchand
Ronald Reece Marshall
Scot Alexander Martin
Jason Joseph Martinez
Rose Ann Martinez
Sara Lynette Maurer
Jennifer Lee Maxwell
Galen Anile McKinley
David Merritt Mims
Maya Misra
Francisco Morales
Julie Lynn Morris
James Ledoux Murphy
Kim Marie Neuscheler
Oanh Thuc Ngo
Robert Eric Nockton
Jason Anton Norbury
Christopher Thayer Noyes
Simon Ogier
Eric Ashley Olson
Tapash Kumar Palit
Keith D. Parrot
Joel Thomas Patterson
Leigh Byron Peden
Jason Thorpe Perlioni
Peter Robert Perrino
Joseph Dudley Peters
Rose Mong Pham
Tanatip Pittayathikhun
Antony Mathew Poothullil
Shany Porras
Kyle Christopher Price
Donald James Priour
Riva Louise Rahl
Diane Elaine Redszus
Ashley Melia Reiter
Brian Ira Sadovsky
Guss Adam Sattem
Joseph Saunders
Joanne Marie Savage
Adonia Faye Savely
Sourav Seal
Terri Anne Shefelbine
Lynn Whitney Sherry
Helen Shpats
Michael Lindsey Sierk
Jeremy Morgan Smith
Gloria Yenfun Tan
Marita Shan-Shan Teng
Tamra Nicole Thweatt
Allison Tilly
Ajay Kuriakose Vargheese
Venkatesh Veeraraghavan
Antonette Veloso
Andrew Bergelin Walker
Benjamin David Walrath
Monica Lea Weinheimer
Marissa Gail Weitzner
Mark Lovett Wells
David Alden Williams
Lisandro Andres Zamora
Claudia Margaret Zettner
Vladimir Zuzukin

THANKS TO ALL THOSE WHO PARTICIPATED!
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The End Is Near, Freshmen Girls, The End Is Near.
PEANUTS IN THE 'HOOD
Here, Rerun,
got your"rocks"
back from "Joe
Agate

Shit,
Brown.
Joe
Thanks,

Charlie
You iced
Agate
homey

Don't you want to
shoot up with
me.
Charlie
Brown?

Classifieds

thanks

Fine! That s
more smack for
me and Lucy!

home

Charlie
Brown's
such
asshole

Free! West U. room and board. Single
mother of three boys, ages 7 , 1 1 and
13, seeking mature individual for
light babysitting and housekeeping
in exchange for room and board.
Contact Colette at 668-7250.
Wanted: Summer sublet for male law
student, non-smoker. Needed from
5 / 2 9 to 7 / 3 1 . $ 3 5 0 / m o n t h maximum. One bedroom preferred. Call
Tom (804)971-4041.

Much Cooler T h i n g s To Throw O f f
Sid Balconies
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Common Phrases
From Chile

V

Hey, ladies! Searching for an insult for your
boyfriend? Just match any phrase in Column
A with any phrase from Column B. Presto,
instant nickname!

Column A

Column B

worthless
nano-dicked
retarded
balding
barefooted
French lovin'
chain-smoking

sack of steaming shit
ass-monkey
cesspool of dick cheese
lice-infested donkey
Rice U. politico
Sid Rich resident
comp sci major

i saw you yesterday swimming in the pool
the way you wore your bathing suit really made me drool
we splashed around together; i kissed you in the sun
we'll be in love forever, now the magic has begun

Which is cheaper, having her for the
night or purchasing that donkey?

chorus
oh you tease me
oh you please me
oh i love you
my four-year-old girl

<Cuantos gramos dc coca puedo
meter al poto de esc perrito sin hacerle
convulcioncs?
How many grams of cocaine can I
shove up that dog 'sass without it going
into convulsions?

i held you in my arms last night and kissed your tender lips
and licked the peanut butter from your sticky fingertips
i'm never going to let you go, you're mine forever more
just stay with me tonight girl; don't toddle out that door

<Hay unos monos en esta pelicula?
Are there any monkeys in this movie?

chorus

jDetengase de cagar en mi auto!

please let me be your daddy dearest and your mommy too
we'll cuddle up for naptime and see what we can do
you won't need that silly teddy bear now that i'm around
you're my hot preschool lover on your blankie on the ground

Stop shitting

in my car!

;Es posible arreglar para que alguien
me afeite el pelo de mi raja, por
favor?

chorus

Could you arrange it so that someone
shaves all the hair off my ass, please?

you're my luscious little snacktime sweetheart, tasty as can be
leaving chocolate-flavored drool stains all over me
i was lost forever until you stole my heart
say you'll never leave me until kindergarten starts

Con permiso. <Sabeis donde queda
el mas cerca Kintook Efreet Shicken?

chorusX2

Excuse me. Do you know where the
nearest Kentucky Fried Chicken is?

CALENDARITO SIN TEMPOS

Pedi tin medio kilo de pito, no de
hormigas, huevon.

Thursday, April 27 — Student Art Exhibit at Sewall Hall opens.

I asked for a half pound of grass, not a
half pound of ants, asshole.

Friday, April 28 — Hanszen Tower Party, Wiess & WRC College Night.

Help Wanted. Need energetic, mature student with car to help single
father with two children (ages 11 8c
15) for summer. Private room and
bath 2 blocks from Rice, food 8c
gasoline furnished, plus compensation depending on availability. Call
220-4470 day and
£
669-1709 evenings.
Free West U. garage apartment in
exchange for child care/t^hauffeuring of 11-year-old girl. Needed early
mornings, 2 evenftigs, 2 n d / 4 t n
weekends, typically 20-40 hours/
month. Need own car. Call Amy,
661-6416.
PAID MARKETING INTERNS H I P Represent Eastpak, the
nation's leading backpack manufacturer, in Houston this summer. Local interviews on 5 / 2 . Fax resume to
6 1 7 - 2 4 7 - 2 8 3 0 . Must have own
transportation.

$1750 weekly possible mailing our
circulars. No experience required.
Begin now. For info call 202-2988952.

$100! That's all you need to store
your stuff at my place for the summer! Call soon ... space is limited!
Perfect for students who don't want
to lug extraneous things home! 5298420.

RELIGION FOR Post-Modernists,
Theists, Humanists, Pagans: All are
welcome. Fist Unitarian Universalist
Church — Houston meets Sunday at
5:00p.m., 1311 Holman at Caroline.
Active Young Adult Group. 5265200 or contact Melinda Sue
Hutchings, 831-4700 xlOO.

Optical part-time or full-time students to fill retail sales and doctors'
assistant positions. Will train. Flexible hours. Salary plus commission.
Great experience for pre-med or preoptometry students. Call Robert at
523-5109 or fax resume to 5234518.

Live for FREE in a beautiful, new
West U. garage apartment in exchange for some babysitting. Call
Paula at 666-3440. Move in immediately.

Magnolia Bar 8c Grill: Wait staff
needed. Day/night shifts available,
mond at Fountainview.
•6000 Richmon
Call 781-6207.

Get a jump start on your classmates and your career! Why wait
until after graduation to lock up a
position with a great company? Get
your training AND earn income before you graduate. Martin Howe
Associates, a highly respected merchant services company, is offering
permanent sales positions to graduating students who are ready to begin their career now. We have openings in many areas of the U.S. as well
as a client base already established in
this city. First year income potential
of $30K is reachable with motivated
persons. After that, the sky's the

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT — Fishing Industry. Earn
$ 3 0 0 0 - $ 6 0 0 0 + / m o n t h + benefits.
Male/Female. N o experience necessary ( 2 0 6 ) 5 4 5 - 4 1 5 5 ext.
A58491.
Wanted Summer Sublease: Female
grad student seeks furnished room
with same, non-smoker, May-July,
call 796-1289, leave message.
Child care — Full time summer.
Part-time fall and spring semesters
(3-6 p.m.). Reliable car a must. Previous child care experience a plus.
Rice area. $8.50/hr., 668-0477.

Erratum: The April 21 issue of the Thresher reported that the Backpage
editors "hate owls." In reality, the BPE's love all types of birds. It should
have read, We hate those little, arrogant, cock-blocking 17-year-old boys who
can't take a hint and leave the fucking room when you have a girl over.

Friday, May 5 — Cinco de Mayo y Graham's birthday.
Saturday, May 13 — Commencement. La la la la.

How long of a ride is it to the airport?
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Rice Student Specials!

523-7770
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ULTIMATE DEALS!

-A

Rice Special
1 large
1 -topping pizza
plus two cokes
$6.99

I ST

§

Female mother's helper needed for
working mother. Children ages 8
and 10. Must have car and work
3:30-7:30 p.m. Call Michele at 5282288 Monday-Saturday 10-5 p.m.

Wednesday, May 3 — Exams start.

( C u a n t a s veces has q u c r i d o
montarme y haccrme hiperfeliz hasta
que grito en el aeropuerto?

" Rice Special
1 medium
1-topping pizza
plus one coke
$5.99

For Rent: Large bedroom/bath suite
in Rice nieghborhood home. Kitchen
and laundry privileges. Attached garage. Walk to Rice/Med ctr/Village. Pristine condition. $ 5 5 0 /
month. Call 660-7599 to view and
discuss. SF only please. (Owner —
SWF professional.)
CASHIERS NEEDED for next semester. College food service is now
selecting new cashiers for Fall '95.
10-20 hrs/wk, $5 an hour + food
benefit. Call Carl @ x4957, or stop
by Central Kitchen.

"Four-Year-Old Girl"

(Ciial vale mcnos, hacicndola por la
noche o esc burro?

ACTIVIST/ORGANIZER: State's
premier grassroots citizens' group
hiring campaign staff for summer.
Call for interview. In Austin, (512)
444-8588. In Arlington, (817) 6333220.

limit! Call Rick Brennes at (214)
733-3111 or fax your information to
(214) 733-3350.
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Open 'til 2 a.m. seven days a week!

Great student discounts on one & two
bedroom apartments
A great location- within blocks
from jogging, biking, shopping,
and restaurants
5 minutes from Downtown and
Rice University
Flexible lease terms
Furnished apartments available
R i c e / Medical Center and D o w n t o w n
bus shuttle service
Fitness room, volleyball, dry cleaning,
on property, assigned covered parking
ana access gates
(713) 524-0514
Allen House Apartments
3 6 0 1 Allen Parkway
Houston, TX 7 7 0 1 9

CLASSIFIED
AD RATES
$10 for each block
of 35 words:
1-35 words: $10
36-70 words: $20
71-105 words: $30

DEADLINE
Monday at 5 p.m. prior
to Friday publication.

ALL ADS PREPAID
Payment must accompany
ad. Mail checks to:
The Rice Thresher
ATTN: Classifieds
P. O. Box 1892
Houston, TX 77251
Or bring them by the
itltyresher office, located on
thk^fld Floor of the Ley
Student Center. We now
accept credit cards!
Questions? Call 527-4801.

